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UhllTEDSTATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMIAISSION

'WASHINGTON, D. C. 20545

January 10, 1978

Tennessee Valley Authority
ATTN: Mr. Godwin Williams, Jr.

Manager of Power
818 Power Building
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37201

Gentl emen:

0

This is in response to applications for amendments dated January 12,
May ll, July 8, September 23, 26, 27, October 28, November 16,
December 13, 1977,'nd January 3, 1978.

Amendment No. 35 to DPR-33 changes the Technical Specifications to
incorporate the limiting conditions for operation associated with
Cycle 2'operation 'of Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant , Unit 1. These
changes '.nvolv'e a,'revised fuel cladding integrity safety limit for
minimum CI'itical p'ower ratio (MCPR), revised operating limit MCPR's
for both 7x7 and 8x8 fuel assemblies, the addition of linear'eat
generation rate (LHGR) limits for the 8x8 fuel, revised limits for
the maximum average planar linear heat generation rate (MAPLHGR) for
the 7x7 a'nd Sx8 fuel assemblies, and reduced limits for scram insertion
times. The revisjd limits for the MAPLHGR result from your reanalysis
of the Emergency Core .Cooling System performance in: response to the
Commission's Order of March 11, 1977. We have found your reanalysis
to be acceptable., Effective upon issuance of this ';amendment, the
Commission's Order, for Modification of License dated March ll, 1977,
relative-to Facility Operating License No. DPR-33, is terminat'ed.
1n addi t>on, a restriction on power operation during the initial
star tI!p for Cycle',2 has been imposed until sufficient high temperature
recirculation has Itaken place to ensure disintegration of a rubber
shoecover that had fallen into the Unit 1 vessel during the refueling
outage.

Amendment Nos. 35 to DPR-33, 32 to DPR-52, and 9 to DPR-68 change the
Technical Specifications for each of the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant
Units to clarify the operability requirements of the Rod Worth Minimizer
and the Rod Sequerice Control System during scraII time testing, delete the
Annual Operating Report requirements, add standards for qualifications of
the Health Physics Supervisor, change the frequency of cycling fire
protection system. valves from quarterly to annual'ly, and substitute
revised, but equivalent, terms in the equations for the limiting settings
on the Average Power Range Monitors'crammed rod block setpoints.
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Tennessee Ya'1 1ey Author>ty'anuary 10, 1978

Copies of the Safety Evaluation and Notice of Issuance are also enclosed.

Sincerely,

, .;g;.<c~er
A; Schwencer, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch Pl
Division of Operating Reactors

Enclosures:
Amendment Ho. 35 to DPR-33
Amendment Ho. 32 to DPR-52
Amendment No. 9 to DPR-68
Safety Evaluation,
Notice

cc j/encl osures:
See next page
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uNITeD STATCS
NUCLl!ABIIEGULATOIIY COhlMISSION

WASHNGTOM, D. C. 20555

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

DOCKET NO. 50-260

BROI'WS FFRRY (!UCLEAR PLAHT 0,'jIT "j0. 2

AtlEt<DNEHT TO FACILITY OPERATI!!G LICENSE

Amendment i'Io. 32

License Ho. DPR-52

The !nuclear Regulatory CoIIIIIIission (the Curmllission) has found that:

A. The applications for amendments by Tennessee Valley Authority
(the licensee) dated January 12, Hay ll, July 8, September 23,
26, 27, October 28, November 16, December 13, 1977,'and
January 3, 1978, comply with the standards and requirements of
the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (the Act), and the
Commission's rules and regulations set forth in 10 CFR

~ Chapter I;

B. The facility will
the provisions of
the CoIINIission;

C. There is reasonabl
by this amendment
health and safety
will be conducted

operate in conformity with the anplications,
the Act, and the rules and regulations of

e assurance (i) that the activities au(.horized
can be conducted without endangering the
of the public, and (ii) that such activities
in compliance with the CoIIImission's regulations;

0:, The issuance of this amendment will not be inimical to the
common defense and security or to the health and safety of
the public; and

F„ The issuance of this amendment is in accoldance with 10 CFR Part
,- 51 of the Commission's regulations and all applicable I.equil.eIvents

have been satisfied,

2. Acccrdingly, the license is amended by changes to the Technical
Specifications as indicated in the attachment to this license
amendment and paragraph 2.C.(2) of Facility License No. DPP.-52
is hereby amended to read as follows:
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(2) 'I h I 1~if
The Technical Specifications contained in Appendices A
and 8, as revised through Amendment No. 32, are hereby
incorporated in the license. The licensee shall operate
the facility'n accordance with the Technical Specifications.

3, This license amendment is effective as of the date of its issuance,

FOR TllE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COt~iHISSION

Attachment:
Changes to the Technical

Specifications

pate of Issuance »nuary lO

Karl R. Goller, Assistant Director
for Operating Reactors .

Division of Operating Reactors
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ATTACHMENT TO LICENSE AMENDMENT NO. 32

FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR-52

DOCKET NO. 50-260

Revise Appendix A as follows:

Remove the following pages and replace with identically numbered
pages:

5/6
9/10
15/16
19/20
21/22
23/24
31/32
47/48
73/74

123/124
129/130
133/134
181/182
315/316
327/328
331/332
349/350
351/352

Marginal lines indicate revised area. Overleaf pages are provided for
convenience.
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At least one door in each access opening is closed.

2. The standby gas treatment system is operable..
k

3, All Reactor Building ventilation system automatic isolation
valves are operable or deactivated in the isolated position.

II.
for.a particular unit and the end of the next subsequent refue'Ling
outage for the same unit.

R. Refuelin Outa e - Refueling outage is the period of time between
the shutdown of the unit prior to a refueling and the startup of
the unit after that refueling. For the purpose of designating
frequency of testing and surveillance, a refueling outage shall
mean a regularly scheduled outage; however, where such outages
occur Mithin 8 months of the completion of the previous refueling
outage, the required surveillance testing need not bo performed
until the next regularly scheduled outage.

'

Alteration of 'the Reactor Core — The act of moving any component in
the region above the core support plate, below the upper grid and
vithin the shroud. Normal control rod movement with the control rod
drive hydraulic system is not defined as a core alteration.'ormal
movement of in-core instrumentation and the. traversing in-core probe
js not defined as a core alteration.

Reactor Vessel Pressure - Unless otherwise indicated, reactor vessel
pressures listed in the Technical Specifications are those measured

by the reactor vessel steam space detectors.

U Thermal Parameters

Minimum Critical Power Ratio (HCPR) - Hinisaum Critical Power

Ratio HCPR), is the value of the critical power ratio asso-
ciated with the most limiting assembly in the reactor core.
Critical Power Patio (CPR) is the ratio of that power in a fuel
assembly, which is calculated to cause some point in the assembly

~ to experience boiling transition, to the actual assembly operating
power.

~ ~

2. Transition Boilin - Transition boiling means the boiling regime
between nucleate and film boiling. Transition boiling is the
regime in which both nucleate and film boiling occur intermit-
tently vith neither type being completely stable.

3. Core Maximum Fraction of Limiting Power Density (CbPLPD) — 'i'he highest;
ratio, for all fuel types in the core, of the maximum fuel. rod

power'ensity

(kM/ft) for a given fuel type to the limiting fuel rod power

density (kM/ft) for that fuel type.

*
Average Planar Heat Generation Rate is applicable to a specific
planar height and is equal to the sum of the linear heat
generation rates for all the fuel rods in the specified bundle't

the specified height divided by the number of fuel rods in
the fuel bundle.

Amendment 32



1.0 DEFINITIONS (Cont ')
V. Instrumentation

2 ~

3.

Instrument Calibration - An instrument calibration mcaas the

ad~~ustment of an instrument signal output so that it corzesponds,
lue (s) o f thevithin acceptable range, and accuzacy, to a knovn value(s) o

'azametcr Mhich the instrument monitors.
Channel - A channel ts sn arrsntesenc ot s sensor and ssso-
ctated conponents used to evaluate plant vertebras and pro
duce discrete outputs used in logic. A channel terminates
aad loses i,ts identity vhere individual channel outputs aze
combined in logic.
I

Instrument Functional Test — An instrument functional test means
the in]ection of a simulated signal into the 1nstrumcnt primary
sensor to verify the proper instrument channel reaponse, alarm
and/or initiating action.

4 ~ Instrument Check — An instrument check is qualitative determina-
tion of acceptable operability by observation oi instrument
behavior during operation. This determination shall 1ncludc,
vhere possible, comparison of. the instrument vith other indepen»
dent 1nstrumsnts measuring the same variable.

Lo ic S stem Punctional Test - A logic system functional test
means ~ test of all relays sad contacts of a logic circuit to
iaaure all components are operable per design iataat. Where
practicable, ect1oa vill go to completion; i.e., pumps vill be
started and valves operated.

.6. Tri S stem — A trip system means an arrangement of instrument
c anncl trip signals and auxiliary equipment zcquized to initiate
action to accomplisn a protective tzip function. h trip system
may require one or more instrument. channel tzip signals relat d
to one or more plant parameters in order to initiate trip system
action. Initiation of protective action may require the tripping
of a single tz1p system or the coincident trippiag of tvo trip
systems's

Protective Action - An action initiated by the protection system
vhan a limit is reached. A protective action can be at a channel
or system level.

8. Protective Function - A system protective action vhich results
from. the protective action of the cha'nnels'onitoring a parti-
cular plant condition.

Simulated Automatic Actuation' Si'mulated automatic actuation
means applying a simulated signal to'he sensor to actuate the
ci,zcuit ia queaticia.

1
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In the event of operation with the
core maximum fraction of limiting
power density (CIK'LPD) greater than
fraction of rated thermal power (FRP)
the setting shall be modified as
follows:

S< (0.66'M + 54%) FRP
CMFLPD

For no combination of loop recircu-
lation flow rate and core thermal

'ower shalL the APRN flux scram trip
setting be allowed to exceed 120%
of rated thermal power.

~ P t

(Note: These settings assume operati».
within the basic thermal hydraulic
design criteria. These criterl.a are
LHGR 18.5 kw/ft and MCPR ) (1.25 if
'48000 MWD/T; 1.29 otherwiseT.

~ Ifit is determined that either of these
design criteria is being v:ol"tcd

'during operation, action slIall be
initiated within, 15 minutes to re

t~s'I

operation ~"ithin pr'escribed Limits.
Surveillance requirements for;ip;-;:-:
scram setpoint are given in
specification fi.l.B.

APE&-When the reactor mode switcn
is in the STARTUP POSITION, the
APRH scr"m shall be set at less
than or equal to 15% of rated power,

3 ~ IRM—The IRK scram shall be set at
less than or equal to 120/125 of
full scale.

B. Core Thermal Power Limit
(Reacto Pressure <800 psia)

B. APRM Rod Block Trip Settin ~

The APRl4 Rod block trip setting shal3
be:

',i? e.-. the reactor pressure is less
th:.n or ecual to'800 psia,

9 Amendment 32
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J>IHTYI'NG SAPFTY SYS>Tel SFTTING

1.1 FUHG CLADDING INTEGRITY 2.1 FUEL CLADDXIIG XtiTFGRXTY

or core coolant flow is less
than 10$ "of rated", the core
thermal power shall not ex-
ceed 823 N<t (about 25$ of
rated thermal power).

RR< (0.66M + 42„")

where:

= Rod block setting is percentBB of rated thermal power (3293 HVt)

M = Loop recirculation flow rate
in percent of rated (rated loop
recirculation flow rate equals
34.2 X 10 lb/hr)

In the event of operation with tne core
maximum fraction of limiting power density
(CL'IFLPD) greater than fraction of rated
thermal power (FRP) the setting shall be
modified as follows:

R»-'~ "+ " '~ aizLPD

C. Whenever the reactor is in
the shutdown condition with
irradiated fuel in the reac-
tor vessel, the Oater level
shall not be 1 ss than 17.7
in. above the top of the
normal active fuel zone.

C. Scram and isoluation —> 538 in. above
reactor low water vessel zero lev

D. Scram —turbine stop < 10 percent
valve closure valve closure

E. Scram —turbine
control valve

1. Fast closure
Vpon,trip o.
the fast actirr
solenoid valves

2. Loss of control > 550 psic,
oil pressu e

F. Scram —low con- > 23 inches
denser vacuum Hg vacuum

G. Scram —main steam < 10 percent
line isolation valve closure

H. Main s earn isolation > 825 psig
valve closure —nuclear system low
pressure

10 Amendment 32
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BASFS: FVFL CLADDltlo INTFGRLTY S~U'FTY LIMTT

The fuel cladding represents one nf the physicaL bart Li'.rs whiz.'h separate LadLo-
active materials from environs. The integrity of'his cladding barrier is
related to its relative freedom from perforations or cracking. Although some
corr'osion or use-related cracking may occur during the life of the cladding,
fission product migration from this source is incrementally cumulative and
continuously measurable. Fuel cladding perforations, however, can result from
thermal stresses which occur from reactor operation significantly above design
conditions and'he, protection system setpoints. While fission product migration from
cladding performatgon is )ust as measurable as that from use-related cracking, the
thermally-caused cladding perforations signal a threshold, beyond which still
greater thermal st'resses may cause gross rather than incremental cladding deteriora-
tion. Therefore, the fuel cladding safety limit is defined in terms of the reactor
operating conditions which can result in cladding peiforation.

The fuel cladding integrity limit is set such that no calculated fuel damage would
occur as a result, of an abnormal operational transient. Because fuel damageis'ot directly observable, the fuel cladding Safety Limit is defined with margin
to the conditions, which would produce onset transition boiling (HCPR of 1.0).
This establishes a Safety Limit su'ch that the minimum critical power ratio (NCFR)
is no less than 1.05. MCPR >1.05 represents a conservative margin relative to
the conditions"required to maintain fuel cladding integrity.

Onset'f transition boiling results in a decrease in heat transfer from the clad
and, therefore, elevated clad temperature and the possiblity of clad failure.
Since boiling transition is not i directly observable parameter, the margin
to boiling-transition is calculated from plant operating parameters such as core
power, core flow, feedwater temperature, and core power distribution. The margin
for each'uel assembly is characterized by the critical power ratio (CPR) which
is the ratio of the bundle power which would produce onset of transition boiling
divided 4y the actual bundle power. The minimum value of this ratio for any bundle
in the core is the minimum critical power ratio (HCPR). Zt is assumed that the
plant operation is controlled to the nominal protective setpoints via the instru-
mented 'variables,; i.e., normal plant operation presented on Figure 2.l.l by the
nominal ex~ecta~ flrw control lino.. <ne Safetv Um(t (Hope nF l,AS) has cs<t:f<c<ent
cog;ervatism to aksure that in the event of an abnormaI o erational transient
init'iated fry a 4ormal operaQng conditi'on PfCPRil.25;,1.25 if core averag

.exposure is v 8000 WD/T more than 99.9Ã of the fue rods in the core are

expected to avoid boiling transition. The margin between NCPR of 1.0 (onse

of tran'sition boiling) and the safety limit 1.05 is derived from a detailed
statistical analysis considering all of the uncertainties in monitoring the
core operating st'ate including uncertainty in the boiling transition
correlation as described in Reference 1. The uncertainties employed in
deriving the safety 'limit are provided at the beginning of each fuel cycle.

I

The HCPR value used in the ECCS performance evaluation (1.18) is less limiting
than the NCPp for operation (1.25); 1.29 if core average exposure is
~ 8000 WD/T.



BASES

Because the boiling t;ransition correlation is based on a large quarn. ty of.
full scale data there is a very high confidence that operation of a fuel
as.,embly at the condition of MCPR = 1.05 would not produce boiling t;ran-
sition. Thus, although it is not required to establish the safety limit
additional margin exists between the safety limit and the actual occurence
of loss of cladding integrity.

However, if boiling transition were to occur, clad perforation would not
be expected. Cladding temperatures would increase to approximately
1100oF which is below the perfora ion temperature of the cladding
material. This has been verified oy tests in the General Electric Test
Reactor (GETR) vhere fuel similar in design to BF1'P operated above
the critical heat flux for a significant period of time (30 minutes)
without 'clad perforation.

s

If reactor pressure should. ever exceed 1400 p::ia during normal pover
operating (the limit of applicability of the boiling transition corre-
lation) it vould be assumed. that the fuel cladding integrity Safety Limit
has been violated..
,In addition to the boiling transition limit (t~!CPR = 1.05) operation i
constraS.i.ed to a maximum LHGR of 18.5 kv/ft,

This limit is reached when the Core Maximum Fraction'of
Limiting Power Density equals 1.0 (C.'!FLPD ~ 1.0). For the case where Core
Maximum Fraction, of Limiting Power Density exceeds the Fraction of Rated
Thermal Power, operation is permitted only at less than 100% of rated
.Power and only w'ith reduced APRH scram settir gs as required by specification
2.1.A.l.
At pressures below 800 psia, the core elevation pressure drop (0 power,
0 flov) 'is greater than 4.56 psi, At low powers and flovs this pressure

'differential is maintained in the bypass region of the core. Since the
pressure drop in.,the bypass region is essentially all elevation head,
the core pressure drop at low powers aad flow will always he greater

-than 4.56 psi. Analyses shov that with a flov of 28X10 lbs/hr bundle
flow, bundle prei sure drop is nearly independent of bundle power and has
a value of 3.5 psi. Thus, the bund1e flov with a 4.56 psi driving head
Pll be greater than 28xlO lbs/hr. Full scale.ATLAS test data taken
at pressures from 14e7 psia to 800 psia indicate that the fuel assembly
critical'ower at this flow is approximately 3.35 bwt. With the design
peaking factors thi.s corresponds to a core thermal power of more than
50$ . Thus, a core thermal po~er limit of 255 for reactor pressures
below 800 psia is conservative.

For"the fuel in the core during periods when the reactor is shut dovn, con-
sideration must also be given to water level requirements due to the effect
of decay heat. Xf vater level should, drop belov the top of the fuel during
this time, the ability to remove decay heat is reduced. This reduction in
cooling capability could lead to elevated cladding temperatures and clad
perforation. As long as the fuel remains covered with water, sufficient
cooling is available to prevent fuel clad.'perforation,

16 Amemdment 32



2.1 B!JPES: XIMITIMG SJJJEETY SYSTEM SETT~IS S.BJ'I.!TBJJ TO J'!Jli,
CLADDING INTEGRITY

S

Th h o mal operational transients applicable to operation ofnorm tethe Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant have hoen analyzed throughou t ie
spectrum of planned operating condi~,:ons up to the design thorn:al

'power condition of 3440 NMt. The c-..)=.lyses were based upo» plant
operation in accordance with the operating map given in Figure
'3.7-.1 of the FSAR.." In addition, 3?93 hRt is the licensed )na)';imum

power l~:vel of Bxowns Fexry Nuclear'lant, and this represents
'.the'iaaximum steady9state power which shall not j:»cravingly 'ue

excee6ed.
T

<onsezvat sm is incbrporated in the transient analyses in estimating the
con rolling, factors, Isuch as void reactivity coefficient, control zod scram

scram delay tiimes peazing factors, hand axial power shapes. These
factors are selected <conservatively with respect to their effect on the
applicable transient rt-suits as determined by the cu".rent analysis model.
Tqis trans'.ent model, evolved over many yeazs,,has been substantiated in opera™

I

tion gs a conservat5Ãe tool or evaluating reactor dynamic perfonnance.
,,'Result~ obtained from a General Electric boiling water reactor have been
'ompared Mith predictions made by the'model. The comparisions and results

h

are summarized"'in Reference 1.

The absolute value of, the void rcactiv'ty coefficient used in the analysis
is conscrvativcly estimated to be about 25% gzcatcz than the nominal
value expected to occur during thc coze Lifetime. The scram worth used has

been dern'te'd to. bc equivale!nt'o approx'.=ately 8Q.'f the total scram worth of
t}e control rods. Thc scram delay time and rate of rod insertion a>lowcp'f )e con ro, ~

t
L!~ ~51st ~ YE.sl ver JJh nrc con serva tively sct equal to thc, longest del )y ar d sloEx«
„st insertion rate acceptable by Technical Specificatisns,

The effe'ct of scram worth, scram delay time
and zod insertion rate, all conservatively applied, aze of greatest significance
in the early portion of the negative reactivity inserticn. The rapid insertion
of negative reactivity is assured by the time requirements for 5% and 20% insertion.
Ry the time the rods are 60% inserted, approximately four dollars of negative zeac-
tivity has been inserted which strongly turns the transient, and accomplishes tha
desired afreet. The times foz 50% and 90% insertion are given to assure. proper
completion of the. expected perfozmance in tha earlier portion of the transient,
and to establish'he ultimate fully shutdow'n" steady-state condition.

For analyses of the thermal consequences of the transients 'a HCPR of 1.2$ {1,29 i< core
average expose'e is > 8000 1fWD/T) is conservatively assumed'to exist prior to initiation
of the transients.
Enis choice of using conservative values of controlling parameters and initiating
transients at the design power level, produces more pessimistic answers than
would resul by using expected values of control parameters and analyzing at highaz
power levels.

steady«state operation without forced recirculation will nnt be per~itt dfor )nore thun 12 hours. 'and the start 'of a recirculation pump from the naturalcirculation condition,'viill not be permitted unless the temperature differencebetween the loop to be started and the core coolant temperature is less than 1'50F.This reduces the positive reactivity insertion to.an acceptably lou( value.

l9 Amendment 32



l., The licensed maximum power level is 3,293 Alt.

2. Analyses of transients employ adequately conservative values of the
controlling reactor parameters.

The abnormal operational transients were analyzed to e power level1 of 3440 N'T.
„

4, The analytical procedur s nov used result ia a more logical answer than
the alternative method of assuming e higher startiag power ia con/unc-
tion with the expected values for the parameters.:

The bases for individual set points are discussed belov:

A. Neutron Flux Scram
l.. APRM High Flux Scram Trip Setting (Run Node)
The average power range monitoring (APR:0 system, vhi.ch is calibrated
using hc'at balance data taken Curiag steady-state conditions, reeds
ia percent of rated pover (3,293 %lc). Because fission chambers pro-
vide the'asic input signals, the IZRH system responds directly to
average neutron flux. During transients, the i stentaaeous rate of
heat transfer from the fuel (reactor thermal pover) is less than the
instantaneous neucron flux due to the time constant of the fuel.
Therefore, during transients induced by disturbances, the thermal
paver of the fuel vill be less than that indicated by the neutron flux
at he scram setting. Analyses reported in Sectioa 14 of the Fidel
Safety Analysis=Repo"t demonstrated that with a 120 percent scram

trip'etting,none of the abnormal operational transients analyzed v'olec
the fuel safety limit ead there is a substantial margin irccL fuel
damage. Therefore, use of a flow-biased scram provides even additional
m4rgi< - Figure 2.1.R shows the flow biased scram as a function of
care flow.

An increase in the APRf scree secci,ng vould decrease the marg'a pre-
sent before tne fuel clcddin", integrity seiecy limit is reached. ine
APRN scram setting vas determined by en enalysi.s oi margins r quired
to provide a reasonable range ior maneuvering during operation.
Reducing this operating margin would increase t';.e frequency of spurious
acrams, vhich have an adverse ef feet on reactor sefecy because of,ch<
resulting thermal stresses. Thus, the APRH setting vns selected
because it provides adequate margin for the fuel c'ledding integrity
safety limit ye" allovs operating margin that reduces ha possibili-. of
unnecessary 4lczams e

20
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4

~ 3. E Control Rods
4.3.5 Control Rods

c whenever the reactor is
in the srartup or run mades

below 20.i rated pover he

Rod cnorth Miniairer shall be

operable or a second 3.icensad

operator shall veri.fy that
"the oper .or at the reactor
console is follov5ng the
control zod program.

A second licensed operator
,may not be used in leiu of
the RUM during scram time
testing in the startup or
run modes below 20 percent
of rated thermal power.

b During thc shutdown procedure
no rod movement is permitted
between, the testing performed
above 20'ower and the rein-
statement of the RSCS re-
straints at or above 20'o

power. Alignment of rod
groups shall bc accomplished
prior to performing the tests.

The capabil'y of the RSCS to pro-
perly fulfillits function shall be
verified by the following tests:

Sequence po tion — Select n sequence
and at e pt to withdraw a rod in the
remaining sequences. Hove one rod
in a sequence and select the rfnuin-
ing sequences and atte=pt to move

a rod in each. Repeat for all
sequences.

Croup no"ch portion » Foz each of the
six compar toz circuits go th"ough
test initiate; coro 'or inh bit;
verify; reset. On seventh att=pt
test is a'owed to continue until
completion is irdicated by
illumination oE tes" complete light.

b. The capability of the Rod

cnorth

Hiniai cr (3;N'H) shall
yy yf b4 gJ L ~ 4 4' »hh

~ s fvJ 4v'+J Qg
checks:

l. The correctncss of the
contro'od vithdraval
sequence input to the "

R~H co=putar shall be
veri" ed before zeacto"
s:aztup or srutoc-...

d. Zf Specifications 3.3.9.3.a
rhzougb .c cannor. be ant rhs
reactor shsll not bs started,'r

if tbe reactor is in,
the'un

or startup modes
at,'1aas'han'0'ated

power, it
shall bc brought „to a shut-
dovn condit'ion iv=ediataly.

123

con'pu" a Gl li. c

d ag..ost c test snail be
sue c es 5'.u I' p er fo~e d .

3.' Prio'' to star"up, p.ops
an'nunciation o= the selec-
tion e="or of at least one
out 0 sequence contzci zod
.shall be ver''ied.

4. Prior o startup, "be zod
block = nct'on of the R~,f
shall ce'verified by =oving
an out-of-sequence control
xodo

5. Prior o ootz'n'rg 29Ã ra ed

power cur~".g rod i".se.-ion
at srutdo~w, ver'"y
latch'".g o= the proper zod
group a"" proper an"unciat'on
after 'rsert em~ ors.

Amendment 32
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3.3.B'ontrol Rods 4. 3. B Con c ro l Rods

4. Control rods shall not be
withdra~ for stnrcup or
refueling unless at least
two source range channels
have an observed count race
equal to or gz'eater than

~three counts per cecond.

5..During. operation with
limiting control rod pat-
terns'~

os determined by the
'dcsignnced quilified person-

., nel, either:

a. Boch RBH channels shall
be operable
or

b Control rod wichdraMal
shall be blocked.

4

5 ~

When required, tha presence
of a second licanasd operator
to verify the foll~i'f
the correct rod program shall
ba verified.

Prior co control rod wichdrouo1.
for starcup or during refueling,
verify chat ac least tvo source
range channels have au observed.
count rate of qc least, three
counts per second.

When s limiting control rod
pnkccrn exiscs, an inscru.=enc
functional ccst of the RBN
shall be performed prior co
Wchdro~al of the desiguaced
rod(s) and ac least, once per
24 hours thereafter.

C. Scram Inser tion Times

C. Scram Insertion Times

X Inserted Prom
Fill, Wicbdrcvn

5
20
50
90'.3750.90

2.0
5,0

l. The average scream insertion
time, based on the deenergi-
xation,of the scram pilot valve
solenoids as time zero, of all
opcx'able control rods in che
reactor poMec operation condi-
tion shall be no greater than;,',

hv'g..Scram Inser-
tion Tines'(sec)

*1.After each ref ueling outage all
operable rods shall be scram time
tested from the fully withdrawn
position with the nuclear system
pressuxe above 950 psig (with
saturation temperature) . This
testing shall be completed prior to
exceeding 40% power. Below 20%
powe'r', only..rods in those sequences
(A12 and A>4 .or B12 and B ) which
were fully withdrawn in th4e region
from 100% rod density to 50% xod
density shall be scram time tested.
The sequence restraints imposed upon

. the control rods in the 100-50
percent rod density groups to the
preset 'po~er level may be removed
by use of the individual bypass
swit'che.s associated with those
control rods which ax'e fully orpartially withdrawn and are not.''within the 100-50 percent rod density
groups. Xn oxder to bypass a rod,
th~ actual rod axial position must
known; and the rod must be in the.
correct in-sequence position.
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Neiman Mo.
Operable Per
Tri S s 5

2(1 j .

2{1)

2 {1)

2 {1)

l(7)

3{1)

3(1)

3(1)

3{1)

TABLE 3.2~
ZNSTRUHEMTATZOH THAT IMITATES ROD BLOCKS

Pupction

APRH Upscale (Plov-Bias)

APRH Upscale (Startup Mode) (8)

'PRH Dovnscale (9)

APRH Inoperative

R$4 Upscale {Plov Bias)

- RBH DoMnscale (9)

RBN lnoperati.ve

IRH Upscale {8)

ZRH Dovnscale (3) (8)

ZRH Detector not in Startup Position (8)

XRH Inoperative (8)

Tri Zevel Settin

'0 66M+ 42K (2)

c l2X

> 3L

(10b)

< 0.66W + 41X (2)

i 3L

(10 )

< 108/125 of fuIl scale

5/~5 of fu11 scale

(10 )

2{1) (6)

2{l){6)

2{1) {6)

2{l){6)

2(1)

. SRH'pscale (8)

SRH Do~scale (4) {8)

SRH Detector not in Startup Position (4)(8)

SRH Inoperative (8)

, Flee Bi a Ccraparator

FloM Bias Upscale

Rod Block Logic
RGCS Rest.rairi~
P
ps-tkg-(1By

5
< I x IO counts/sec.

> 3 counts/sec,

(ll)
(1.04)

<10X difference in recirculation flaar

< 110L recirculation Elev

W/A
147 @sic turbinef'r t stage pre sure (approxtmatety apt pose v)

a



!!rely!! rOt! Thahy. l.2.0

I Yor thc atartup !!nd run positions of the Reactor Hade hei
there shall bc tvo operable or tripped trip systems for each function.
The SRH, IBM, and APlN (Startup mode) ~ blocks need not be operable in
"Run".mode, and the hPRN (Plov biased) and RBH rod block» naad not ba
operable in "Startup" aude. IE the first column cannot bo!»st Eor
one of thc tvo trip systems, this condition may exist tor uo to seven
days provided that during that time the operable system is functionally
tested-irmoediately and daily thereafter; iE this condition last longer
than seven days, the system vith the inoperable channel sha11 be tripped.
IE the first column cannot be met;Eor both trip systems, both trip
systems shall be tripped.

2. V is. the recirculation loop flow in percent of design. Trip level setting is
in percent of rated power (329'3 Htit). A ratio of FRP/CHFLPD <1.0 is permitted
at reduced power. See Specification 2.1 for APRi control rod block setpoint.

3, XRM downscale.e ia bypassed vhen 'it 1a on its lowest range.

h. This function is bypassed yhen the count rat is > 100 cps and IRM above
range 2 ~

5. One instrument channel; i.e., one APRH or IRH or RBH, per trip oyatea
asy be bypassed except only one oE four SR% may be bypassed.

6. IRf channels A, E, C, G all in range 8 bypasses SRH chacnalo A 6 C

functions.

IRH channels 8, F, D, 8 all in range 8 bypasses SKN channels 8 E 9
functions.

'I. The trip is bypaised when the reactor pcrrer ia < 30X.

8. This function is bypassed vhan the cade avitch is placed in Run.

9.'This function is,only active vhen the node mitch ia in Run. This
function 58 automatically bypassed vhen the IIV{ instrumentation ia
operable and not high.

10. The inoperative trips "are produced by the Eolloving functions:

a.. SRH ond IRM

(1), Local "operate-calibrate" svitch not in operate.

'I

b.

(2) P~r supply voltage lov.

(3) Circuit boards not in circuit.

(1) Local "operate-calibrate" switch not in operate.

(2) Less than 14 LPRN sputa.
-(3) Circuit boards !wt in circuit,
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The frequency of calibration of the iU'RH Flow Bi<<ding <'twoz>»«been
~stablished «.< each refuclinZ outage. There arc sev< ral ins'ruments
uhich must be calibrated and it wi1 1 tak<; acv< rnl hours to perform the
calibration of the entire network. Mh! le the calibration is being per-
formed, a rero flow signal wi.ll b<z sent to half o! the 'ZR.'!'s resu ting
in a half scram «nd rod block c«ndit j«n. Th«s, if the calibration were
performed during operation, Elux ship!ng would not b< possible. 8«sed
on experience at other gcncratin<., stat!ons, dr if~ of instruments, such
a« those in t!<e Flow Biasing Network, is not sign< ficant a<<d therefore,
ro avoid spurious scrams, a calibration frequency of each rctuelinZ out-
age is estab 11.'<hcd.

Croup (C) devices arc active only d:<ring a give<1 portion of the opera-
tional cycle. For example, thc 1!'V. ih active during startup and inactive
during full-power operation. Thus, thc only test that is z:eaningful
thc one performed Just priz<r to shutdown or startup,'.c., the tests
that are perforz<ed gust prior ro use of the instru~ent.

Calibration frequency of the instrument chan <el ia divided into t~o
groups. These are as follows:

1. Passive type indicating devices that can be co=.pared with lice
units on a continuous basis.

2. Vacuum tube or sc<-..iconductor devices an<! de cctors that drift «",

lose sensitivityi

Experience with passiv" type instruments jn Fenerating stations and suo-
stations indicates. that the specified calibrations ar'dequate..or
'those devices vhich employ a-plifiers, etc., drift specifications call
for drift to be less than 0.41/<month; i.e., in the period oE a month a
d> ift of .4V. would occur acd thus provid<n„. for adequate aargiz<. For
the ApR.'! system drift of electronic apparatus i«not '.he onLy co<.si<!era-
tion in detcrminin" a calibration E:cquency. Change !n power distribu-
tion and loss of chanber sensi ivity dicta e a ca'ib ation every seven
days. Calibration on this frequency assures plant operation at oz below
thc~al li..its.
<<.,conpsrison of Tables 4.1.A and 4.1.B indicates:hat two instru=ant,
channels have not been included in thc latter table. These are: node
switch in shutdown and z«<nual scram. All of .he dcv'.cc'.< or sensors
associated wi h these sera~ functions are si:~pic on-o! f switches and,
'hence, calibration during operation is not .pplicablc, i.e., the switch
is either on or of E.

The ratio of Core Maximum Fraction of Limiting Pover Density (hPLPD) to
,Fraction of Hated Pover (FBP) shall be checked out once per day to determineif the APRH scram requires adJustment. This vill normally be done by checking
the LPHM readings. Only a small number of control rods are moved daily
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during steady-st'at~ operation and thus the
to ch qnpe~ slant f l~.not 1 v.

4

The seneitivity of LPR"! detectors decreases
at a sloM and approximately constant rate.
the APRM system by calibrating every 7 days
by calibrating individual LPRH's every 1000
using TIP traverse data.

2'flhlG iS I dot expected

v ith exposure t o neut ron flux
This is compensated for in
using heat bdlance data and
effective full-power hours
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LIMTING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION '' ' SURVEILLANCE KE UIREMENTS

3.1 REACTOR PROTECTION SXSTEH 4.1 REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM

Applies to the instrumentation
and associated devices which
initiate a reactor scram.

A licabilit
Applies to the surveillance of
the instrumentation and asso-
ciated devices which initiate
reactor scram.

~ob ective

To assure the operability of the
reactor protection system.

~<b ective

To specify the type and frequency
of surveillance to be applied to
the protection instrumentation.

S ecification S ecification

When there is fuel in the vessel,
the setpoints, minimum"'number of
trip systems, and minimum number
of instrument channels that must
be operable for each position of
the reactor mode switch shall be
as given in Table 3.1.A.

A. Instrumentation systems shall
be functionally tested and
calibrated as indicated in
Tables 4.1.A and 4.1.8 respec-
tively.

B. Daily during reactor power operatic t

at greater than or equal to 2/i'h,.r-.
mal power, the ratio of Fraction

of'atedPower (FRP) to Core Maximum
Fraction of Limiting Power Density
(CMFLPD) shall be checked and the
scram and APRM Rod Block settings
given by equations in specifications
2.1.A.1 and 2.1.B shall be calculate !

C. When it is determined that a
channel is failed in the unsafe
condition, the other RPS channel
that monitor the same variable
shall be functionally tested
immediately before the trip sys-
tem containing the failure is
tripped. The trip system con-
taining the unsafe failure may b.
untripped for short periods of
time to allow functional testing
of the other trip system. The
trip system may be in the
untripped position for no more
than eight hours per functional
test period for this testing.
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2.1 ..BASES

from fuel damage, assuming a steady-state operation at the trip setting, over
the entire recirculation flow range. The nargin to the Safety Limit increases
as che flow decreases for the specified trip setting versus flou relationship;
the'refore, the worst case HCPR which could occur during steady-state operation i:
at 108% of rated thermal power because of the APRH rod block trip setting. The
accual power distribucion in the core i" established by specified control rod sequences
and is moni,cored continuously by the in-co're LPP'i system. As with the APRH scram

!

trip setting, the APRH rod block trip setting i" adjusted downward if the
CMFLpp exceeds Fgp thus preserving the P3'I>'I rod block safety margin.

C. Reactor Water Low Level Scram and Isolation (Exce t Hain Steam1ines)

The set poirt for the low level scram i above the bo" tom o: the separator .".'kirt.
is level has been used in transient analyses dealing with coolant inventory

decrease. The results reported in FSAR subsection 14.5 show thac scram and isolation
of all process lines (except main stean) at this leve1 adequately protects the fuel
and the pressure barrier, because HCPR is greacer than 1,05 in all cases, and

'system pressure does not reach the safety v lve settings. The scram setting is
approximately 31 inches below the normal operating range and is thus adequate to
avoid spurious sorus.

II

D. Turbine Sto Valve C1osure Scram

The turbine stop valve closure scram trip anticipates the prcssure, neutron flux
and heat flux increase that could resulc from rapid closure of the turbi'ue stop
valves. With a scram trip setting of < 10 percent of valve closure from ful l
open, the resulcant increase in bundle powe. is limited such that HCPR remains
above 1.05even during, the "orst case transient that assumes the turbine bypass is
closed. This scram is bypassed when turbine steam flow is below 30 percent of rated,
as measured by turbine first stage pressure. Actuation of the relief valves
litnits, pressure to well below the safety valve seccing.

E. Turbine Control Valve Scram

1. Fast Closure Scram

The reactor protection system initiates a, scr~ within 30 Hsec afcer the
control valves start to,close. This setting and the fact that control valve
closure time is approximately twice as long as that for he stop valves
means that resulting transients, while similar, are lass severe than for
stop-valve closure. Xo fuel damage occurs, and reactor system pressure
does not exceed the relief valve sec point, which is approximarely 280 p..i
below the safety limit.
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2. Scram on loss of coatrol oil pressure

The turbine hydraulic control system operates using high pressure
oil. There are several points in this oil system where a lose of
oil-pressure could result in a fast closure 'of the turbine control
valves. This fast closure of the turbine control valves is aot
protected by the generator load rojcction scram, since failure of
the oil system would aot result in the feet closure solenoid
valves being actuated. For a turbine control valve fast closure,
the core would be protected by the APRM and high reactor pressure
scrams. However, to provide the same margins as provided for thc
generator load re)ection scram on fast closure of the turbine
control valves, a scram has beea added to the reactor protection
system, which senses failure of control oil prcssure to the tur-
bine control system. This is an anticipatory scram and results in
reactor shutdown before any significant increase ia pressure or
neutron flux occurs. The transient response is very similar to
that resulting from the generator load re)ection.

Main Condenser Low Vacuum Scram

To protect the main condenser against ovcrprcseure, a loss of con-
denser vacuum initiates automatic closure o. the turbine stop valves
and turbine bypass valves. To anticipate thc transient aad automatic
scram resulting from the closure of ehe turbine stop valves, low con-
denser vacuum initiates a scram. The low vacuum scram set poiat is
selected eo init«« a scram befc 'e the closure of the turbine stop
valves is initiated.

C. I H. Main Steam Line 'Is~ ation on Low Pressure and Hain Steam Line
Isolation Scram r

The low prcssure isolation of the main stcam lines at 825 psig was
provided to protect against rapid reactor depressurization and che
resulting rapid cooldown of Cha vessel. Advantage is taken of thc
scram feature that occurs when the main steam line isolation valves
are closed, to provide for reactor shutdown so that high power opera-
tion at low reactor preosur does not occur, thus providing protection
for the fuel cladding integrity safety limit. Operation of the reac-
tor at pressures lower than g25 peig requires Chat the reactor mode
switch be in the STARTVP position, where protection of the fuel cladding
integrity safety limit is provided by the IRM and APRM high neutron flux
~crams. Thus, the combination of mein steam line low pressure isolation
and isolation valv'e closure scram assures the availability of neutron
flux scram protection over the entire range of applicab'lity of the fuel
cladding integrity safety limit. In addition, the isolation valve
closure scram anticipates Che prcssure and flux transients Chat occur
during normal or inadvertent isolation valve closure. With 'ths scram.-
see at XO percent of valve closure, neutron flux does not increase.
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2.X e~iSFS

The scram trip settin'g must be adjusted to ensure that the LHGR transient

peak 'is not increased for any combination of Q)FLPD and FRP. The scr'ara

setting is adjusted in accordance with. the formula in specification 2.1.A.l

when the CNFLPD exceeds FRP.

2 ~

i «g r~sfcnts shoM that no sera~ QQJ+stment fs requir
to assure MCPR >1.05'hen the transient is initiated from MCPR > 1.25 (1.29 'f
core average exposure .is > 8000 MWD/T).

~R~ Flux Scram 'Trio 'Se't'tin (Refuel or Start & Hot Standi Node)

I

For operatfon in th" etertup node Mhfle" the reactor fe at loM pressure,
the APRv. scree< setting of 15 percent of ra='ed'o-c: provides adequate
thermal aa'rgfs:! betveen the ee'tpofnt and the safety limit, 25 percent
of rated. The margin fs adeauatc to acco~o'date anticipated maneuvers
associated- Mfth*po~er plant etartup. Effects of'ncreasfng pressure
ot zero or low'oid conte'nt are minor! cold Mater from sources avail-
able during etai up 'e not hu'ch colder than'hat already in the eystca,
temperature coefficients are small, ard 'control rod patterns are con-
etrained to be unfform by, operating procedures backed"up by th rod
s>zth r.fnfafrei and thc Rod Sequence Contro'ystem. 'Worth of indfvi-
dual rods is very lou in a uniform rod p" ttern., Thus, all of poesfole
sources of reectfvfty input," unifo. control rod vfthdraval ie the noot
probable cause'of s',",nfficant pover rfoe. Because the flux dfstrfbutfon
assocfa ed <ith unffow rod vfthdrewals dot e not involve high local pearls,
and because several rods must bc moved to change power by a ofrnfffcant
percentage of rated pover, the, rate of power r'se is very slow.'enerally,
the heat flux fs fn n.nr equilibrium Mfth the fi sion rata. In an cuba!!=ed
uniform rod Mfchdraval approach, to the ecrawlev 1, the rate of pover rise
Xs no more t"..aa 5 percent of rated power per minute, and tne QRH system!
vould be nore than acequate to assure a scram be:ore the pover could
exceed the ea et@ limit., The 15 perccn" QK". scram re..sins active
untfl the mde switch is placed in the RUB position. This switch occurs
Mhen reactor pressure fe greater than 850 psfg.

3. IRM Flux Sera~ Trf Settfn

The IR<l System consists of 8 chambers, 4 in each oi the reactor ~
rotec-

tfon system logic channels. The IRN is a 5-decade instrument:hfch covers
the range of poucr lerel between that covered by the SHEE and the APR.'!. Yne

5 decades are covered by the IRN by means o= a range switch n8 the 5 decades
are broken down into 10 ranges, each being one-hali of a decade fn si"e. The
IRN scram setting of 120 divisions is active fn each range or the IP~N. For
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2. 1 BASES

example, if t'e instrument were on range 1, the scram setting would be at 120

'divisions for that range; likewise, if':he instrument wns on range 5 ~ th(. scram

nc.'tting would b» 120 divisions on tltnt rnngc, Thus, as tltc IRM is ranged up to-
accnpanodate the increase in power level, the scram setting is also ranged up. A

'scram at 120 divisions on the IRM instruments remains in effect as long as the
reactor is in the startup mode, In a'ddition, the APRM 15%%d'cram prevents
higher, power operation without being in the RUN mode, The IRM scram provides
protection for changes which occur both locally and over the entire core, The

most significant sources of reactivity change during the power increase are
due to. control rod withdrawal. For insequence contro1. rod withdrawal, the
rate of change of power is slow enough due to the physical limitation of
withdrawing control rods, that heat flux is in equilibrium with the neutron
flux and aa,'XRM scrams would result in a reactor, shutdown well before any safety
limit- is exceeded. For the case of a sing1,e control rod withdrawal error, a

range. of'od withdrawal accidents was analyzed. This analysis included starting
the accident at various power levels. The most severe case involves an initial
condition in which the reactor is )ust subcritical and the IRM system is not
yet on scale. This condition exists: at quarter rod density. Quarter rod
density, is, illustrated in,paragraph 7.5.5 of the FSAR, Additional conservatism
was taken in this analysis.,by assuming that the IRM channel closest to. the
withdrawn, r'od Xs.bypassed,', The results of this, analysis show that the reactor
is scrammed; and'. peak power limited, to os percent of rated poyeg,. thus ea4rLtaining
/CPS; above 1'..05',,: Based, on; the, above analysis> the 7EPf.prove.dew protection.
against- local control„rod withdrawal errors and continuous withdrawal of
control rods„ in sequence.

B. APRM Control Rod Block

Reactor power level" may., be varied by moving control rods or by varying
the recirculation< flow.; rate. The APRH system provides a control rod
block 6o, prevent- rod~ wi'thdrawal beyond a given point at constant recir-
cucfationi flow. rate',, and thus to protect against the condition of a
MCPR', less; than 1.05. This rod> block trip setting, which is automatically
varried~ with; recir'culation loop floe rate, prevents an increase in
the;reactor- power level. to excess va1ues. due to control rod with-
drawal. The. flow; variable trip set ting provides substantial margin
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'he I'unctions»f th<. RWN and RSCS make It unnecessary to
specify a licens<. "Iimxt,on rod wor:h tn preclude unacccptablo

.," 'co'nsequences in the" event'of a con'trnl rod drop. At low
'povers, below 20 percent, these devices force adherence
to acceptable rod patterns. Above 20 percent of rated power,
no constraint on rod pattern is required to assure that rod
drop accident consequences're acceptable. Control rod
pattern constraints above 20 percent of rated power are
imposed by power distribu"ion requirements, as defined in
Sections 3.5.I, 3.5.J, 4.5.I, and 4.5.J of these technical
specifications. Power level for automatic bypass of the
RSCS function is sensed by first stage turbine pressure.

4. The Source Range Mo»it'or (SRM) system performs no automatic
safety system function; i.e., it has no scram functio'n. It
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3,3/4.3 BASKSt

Th Rod Morth Hlnimizer (P."N) and the Rod Sequence Control
System (RSCS) re::trice withdrawa!s and fnscrtfonn of nntra}
rode to prc-,sprctf l«d scqucncc... All patte ms associated Mfth
these ccquuncos lieve the clcaracter l..tlc thit, as..umlng
Morat single: deviation from the sequunc« ~ the drop of any
control rod from thc fully inserted position to the position
of. the control rod drive would not cause the reactor to sustain
a power excursion resulting in any pellet average enthalpy in
excess of'80 calories per gram. An enthalpy of 280 calories
per gram is well below the level at which rapid fuel dispersal
could occur (i.e., 425 calories per gram). primary system
damage in this accident 's not possible unless a significant
amount of fuel is rapidly dispersed. Ref. Sections 3.6.6,
7.7,A, 7.16.5.3, and 14.6.2 of the tSAR and NEDO-10527 and
supplements 'thereto.

Zn performir." th fdncticn described above, the R~M ard RSCS ar»
not required to impose an> restrictions at core power levels
in excess of 20 percent of rated. Yzterial in the cited refcrcrc
shows that it is impossible to reach 280 calories per gram in ti:
event of a control rod drop occurring it pouer greater tnan 20
percent, regardless of the rod pattern. This is true for all
normal and abnormal patterrs including those which maximize
individual control rod worth.

At power levels below 20 percent of rated, abnormal control
rod patterns could prcduce rod worths high enough to be of
concern relative to the 280 calorie per gram red drop limit.
Zo this range the RAN and the RSCS constrain the cor.trol rod
sequences and patterns to those whi=h involve only acceptable
rod worths.

'Ihe Rod Worth Minimizer and the Rod Sequence Control System
provide automatic supervision to assure that out of seq«ence
control rods will not b uithdzawn oz inserted; i.e., i limit.
operator deviations from plarned «ithdra«al sequences. Re..
Section 7.16.5.3 of the pSAR. They serve as a bee~up to proccdui..+
control of control rod s«quences, which lim't the maximum reacti-
vity worth of control rods. In the evert that the Rod Worth
Minimizer is out of service, when required, a second licensed
operator can manually ful.ill the control rod pattern con-
f'ormance function" oi this system. In this case, the RSCS is buck
up by independent procedural controls to assure conformance.

* Because it is al1owable by bypass certain rods in the
RSCS during scram time testing below 20 percent of
rated power in the startup or run modes, a second
1icensed operator is not an acceptable substitute
fear the RWM during this testing.
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0>) . Annual Opeza t:inn~ Repor t
A tabulation on an annual basis of the number
of station, utility and other person»cl
(includinq cont.ractors) receiving exposures
greater than 100 mrem/yr and their associated
man rem expo ure accordinr, to work and jobfunctions,'.g., reac or operations md
surveillance i»service inspectiof1 routine
mainte»ance, special mainten nce (desrribe
maintenance), waste processing, a»d refueling.
The dose assignment "o various duty functions
may be estimate':ased on pocke" dosimeter,
TLD, or film badge measurements. Sma31
exposures totalling less than 207'f the
individual total do"e need not be accounted
for. In the aggregate, at. leas" 80z~ of the
total whole body dose received from ex< ernal
sources .-hall be assigned to specific major
work functions.

c. Nonthl 0 era" i n Re ort. Foutine reports of
operating statistics arid shutdown experience shall
be submitted on a monthly basis to the Of fice of
Xnspection and Enforcement, V.S. 'nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Washinqton, C.C. 20555, with a copy to
the appropriate Regional Of, ice, 'i;o be submitted no later
than the tenth of each month following the calendar month
covered by the report A narrative su'.aomzy of operating expezie»re
Rhall be submitted in the above scl>curule.

Reportable Occurrences

Reportable occurrences, includ'g . corrective actions and
measure'o prevent reoccurrence, sha13. be reported to
the HRC. Supp3.cmental reports may be required to fully
describe final resolution of occurrence. In case of
c'orrected o'r supplemental reports, a licensee event
report sha3.1 be completed and reference sh'all be made to
the original repo t date.
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P?rom~t N<>tificatioi? (iit:h !lr:it:t;<.<: >o] 1nwl<(>. G.'he

tiypes of e<>E < t s lis ( a<i >< .1 ow <ha 1 l bo ? eport'< Q <<'s

e><peditiou:;ly as )>os.:it>le„but. wi.t:hin 2<i hou".'s by
t< let>hone >i<i!) <?onf i r,;<<cd hy t:<:1«r!-. iph, m<iilqrn<n, or
fa<..si<nil~ <:r»<s<nin> ? <><i to th<", l>ir.'ri(or oi' h< ~

r<ppropriat e Beqio<<al Office, o hi . <3<:si>'r» it >? ri<>

later than th': f i rst: wo?:king d: y i'oil<>wir?g the
event;, wi th a writteii E.>llowup repor't'. within two
we's. The wr, it<:en f 03 low»p report shall inc .u<ie,
as '.i rnirii<nu<><, a co<npleted copy of a 1 icciisee event:
report f0 m Xrifor<liat'ion p ovide<i or> the llcense>
<<velit l:e<'>0?:t f 0?;<<1 s}<all be 'upplen<ented a. ileeded,
bg additiona'?rrativc <nate?:ial to provi<'.»
compl te explariatiori of t.he clrcur>(stances

urroundinq the ever<",.

(1) Failure of the reactor -prot:ect;ion system or
other sy 'tenis sub ject to 1 irniting sa fety
system setti,ngs t:o initiate tt?e req(tired
protec-'v<. functi on by the tirn a r<.or.it:oi:ed
parameter reaches t:he setpoin<; specified as
the limit.-inq safety system s i tin<~ i n the
tech<>ical specificition'r f failure to
co:npl etc t:hc req«ired pi:o tee t iv<' unc t ion

(2)

Note: Inst?.u<nr?nt drift discover d a. result
of testing need not Le ?:<'.port<d under this
item but. may be repor"able unde.. items 2.a(5),
2. a (6), or 2. b (1) below.

Operatioii of the unit or affected systems wnen
any paramet:er or operat:i<>n ub„"ect; to a
limiting condition is le s conservative t:han
the lea-t conservative aspect of tiic limiting
condit:i.ori for operation established in the.
tec)inical specifica"ions.
Note: Xf specified action is taken wheri a
system is found to be operating between the
most conservative and th= lea t conservati.ve
aspects of .a limitinq co~dition for operation
listed 'in the technical specif'cations, the
limit:ing condit:ion for operation is not:
corisidered to have been violated and nee<i not
be reported under this it:em but it may be
reportable under 'tern 2.b(2) below.

Abnormal degradation di cove ed in fuel
cladding, reactor coolarit pressure boundary,
or primary containment.
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6. 0 A JL" IH I. TkATXVE CONTROLS

6.7 Re~rtinq Reauixement ~

Xn addition to the applicable reporting requirements of Title
10, Code of I'ed ral Regulations, the following identified
reports sha3.l be submitted to the Director of t he app opriate
Reqional Office of Inspection and nforcement unles.-
otherwise noted.

Routine Reports

a,
and power escalation testing shal3. be submitted
following (1) receipt; of an operating license, (2)
amendment to the license involving a planned
increase i'n power level, (3) installat on ox "uel
that has a. different design or has been
manufactured by a different fuel supplier, and (4)
modifications that may have significantly altered
the nuclear, thermal, ox hya aulic performance of
the p3.ant. The report sha3.l address each of the
tests identified in the PS.tR and shall in general
include a description of the measured va3.ues of the
operating conditions or charac eristics abac a'ned
duxing the test program and a comparison of these
values with design predictions and specifications.
Any'orrective actions that were required to obtain
satisfacto y operation ..ha33. also be described..
Any addi tiona3. speci fic de tails required in l'ense
'conditions based or other commitments shall be
j,ncluded in this report.
Startup, reports shall be submitted within (1) 90
days. following completion of the startup test
progxam, (2) 90 days following resumption or
commencement of commercial power operation, or (3)
9 months following in'itial criticality, wh'chever
is earlie t. If the Startup Report does not

covex'l3,three events (i. e., in'tial critical'y,
completion of staxtup test program, and resumotion
or commencement of commer'cal power .operation),
'supplementary reports shall be submi"ted at least
,every three months un"il all three events have been
'completed.

l
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. '. 0 AOVINISTRATIV, N~aXxS

6.1 Orcranization

A. The plant superintendent. has on-site responsibility for.
the safe, operation of the facility and shall report to
the Chief, Nuclear Generation Branch. In the absonce of
the plan8 superintendent„ the assistant superintendnetwill assume his resp'onsibilities.

~ .

B ~

6 ~

H.

The portion of TVA management which relates to the
operation of the plant is sho~n in Figure 6.1-1.

The func)ional organization. for the operation of the
station shall be as shown in Figure 6. 1-2.

A

Shift manning requirements shall, as a minimum, be as
d e seri heel in sect ion 6 8.

Qualifications of the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant
management and operating staff shall meet, the minimum
acceptable levels as described in ANSI - N18.1,
.Selectioq and Training of Nuclear Po~er Plant, Personnel,
dated &larch 8, 1971 'he qualifications of the Health Physics
SupervisorI vill meet or exceed the minimum acceptable levels as
described in Regulatory Guide 1.8, Revision 1, dated Sept. 1975.
Retraining and replacement training of station personnel
shall be Iin accordance with ANSI " N18.1, Selection and
Training 'of Nuclear Power Plant, Personnel, dated Harch
8, 1971. -'he minimum frequency of the retraining
proqram shall be every two years.

I

An Industrial Security Program shall be maintained for
'the life "oi the plant.
Responsibilities of a post-fire overall restoration
c'o'ordinador will consist of duties as described in
sect.'ion 6.9.
The Safety Engineer shall have the following qualifications:

I
e

a. Hus't have a sound understanding and thorough technical
knowledge of safety and Are protection practices,-
procedqres, standards, and. other codes relating to
electrical utility opera'tions. Hust Pe able to read
and understand engineering draw>ngs. 'Must possess an
analytical ability for problem s'olving q1id data analysis.

.Must be able to cbmmunicate well both orally and in
wr'itin( an'd must be abl'e to write investigative reports
and prepare written procedures. Hust have the ability
to secure the cooperation of management, employe s and
groups in the implementation of safety programs. Hust
be able to conduct safety presentations for supervisors
an'd employees.

b. Should'have,experience in safety engineering. work at. this
level dr'a've 3 years experienco in sarety and/or fire

- 'rotecfion 'engineering. It is desirable that the
<ncumbent -be a graduate of an accredited college or
u'niversity with.a degree in indu(trial ~ mechanical,
electrical, or safety en'gineer'ing or 'f'ire protection
engineering.
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).0 HOOR l)RSIGH FKA1~5 (Contin»cd)

I
B. The k'

f of the spent fuel storage pool shall. be lesscffthan or equal to 0.90 For normal cn»ditions and 0.95
for abnormal conditions (Sections 10.3 of the FSAR).

5. f) Sl'.ISTIC Dj".$,1('8

Thr station class I structures and systems have been dcsig»cd
to vfthsta»d a design basis earthquake with ground accelcra-
ti«» of 0.2g. Thc operational basis earthquake used in thc
plant deslg» ass»mcd a ground acceleration of O.lg (see
Section Z.5 vf the FSAR).
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c j rcui t-. was se1 er ted h~cau.'r.'it: conta jned 2 out of. 3 detector
loqic, the mo.,t complirated CO, circuit logic. Calrulations
were based on failure rates for wires, connections, and
circuit components as shown in Appendix XII of WASH-1400.

. Failure rates were considered for the following circuit
components:

1 0

2 ~

3 0

4 ~

5.
l5

7.
8.
9

Open circuit
Short to ground
Short to power
Tiining motor failure to start
Rel'ay failure to energize
Norihally open contact failure to close
Normally open or normally closed contact short
Normally closed contact opening
Timing switch failure to transfer

The calcul'ated probabilities (Pf) for no undetected failure
of the circuits occurring were as follows, based on the
specified test frequency.

AREA
I

Spreading Room B
HPCI Water Fog
Standby Diesel Gen Room A CO2

TEST FREQUENCY

One Month
Six Months
Six Months

pf

0.975287
0. 977175
0. 957595

The worst,case of the three aieas considered is Spreading
poom B. The probability of undected failure is approximately
1/40, which means that one undetected failure will occur. on
the average every 40 months over an extended period of time
and that the failure could exist up to one month. The
frequency of testing is thus much greater than the frequency
of failure and pioduces circuits with adequate reliability.

2 ~ Circuits checks by initiation of end of the line or end of
the branch detectors will more thoroughly test the parallel
curcuits than testing on a rotating detector basis. This
test is not a detector t'est, but is a test to simulate the
effect of electrical supervision as defined in the NFpA
code++

3. Testing of circuits which actuate CO~ , water, or ventilat'on
systems requires disabling the automatic feature or the fire
=protection system for the .area. A surveillance program which
disabled these circuits monthly would significantly reduce
the ability or these circuits to ptovide fire suppression.

*Ref: NFPA, Code 720-9, ParagraPh 1111, Code 72D-15, paragraph 1312
for definition of class A systems, and Code. 72A-18, Article 240.
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Tnp xa.A.e pLv e, ~ L

flow and p'ressure to an individual load listed on Table 3.11.A
while maintaining a design raw service watex'oad of 1132 qpm

4. 1 1 BASES

Periodic testing of both the High Pressure Fire System and the COz
Fire Protection System will pr'ovide positive indication of their
operability. Xf only one of the pumps supplying the High
Pres'ure Fire System is operable,,the pump that is operable will
be checked imrr!ediately and„da eely therea ftex to demons t rate
operability. Xf the CO~. Fire Protection System becomes
inoperable in the cable spreading xoom, one 125-pound (or larger)fire extinguishere will be placed at each entrance to the cable
spreading room.
Annual testing of automatic valves and control devices is in accordance with NFPA
code Vol. XI~ 1975, section 15, paragraph 60l5." More frequent testing would require
excessive automatic system inoperability, since there are a large number of automa-
tic valves installed'and various portions of the system must be isolated during an
extended period of tir!ie during this test.

Wet fire header ft,'ushing, spray header inspection for blockage,
and nozzle inspection for blockagP will preven", detect, and
remove buildup of rsludge or other material to ensure continued
operability.'yst'm flushes in conjunction with the semiannual~
addition of b'ocide to the Raw Cooling Mater System will help
prevent the growth of crustaceans which could reduce nozzle
discharge.

t

Semiannual tests of heat and smoke detectors are in accordance
with the NFL code.

With the exception of continuous strip h at detectors panels, all
non-class A supervised detector circuits which provide alarm only
axe hardwired through conduits and/or cable trays xrom the
detector to the'ain'ontrol x'oom alarm panels with no active
compon nts between. Non-class A'circuits also actuate the HpCI
water-fcxg'=system, the 'CO< sy'tem in the diesel generator
buildings, and isolate 'ventilation in -shutdown boax'd rooms. The
test frequency'. and methods specified are'justified for th
following rea'sons:

1 An analysis was made of worst-'case fire detection circuit at
Browns Ferry to determine the probability of no undetected
failuxe of thp circuits occurring between system test times
as sp'ecified in the 'surveillance requ'.iements. A circuit is
defined as the wire connections and c)mponen". that affect
transs!ission of an alarm signal between the =ire detectors
an 3 t h: control room annunciator. Three c "cuits were
'in al ized wlilcIl were 'opres!'At 1tiv.. Of '!n 'il i rm-only c.i r:cuit,
a water-fog cix'cuit,,-an'd a CO< circuit. The spreading room B
smoke detector was selected as the worst-.case alarm-onlycircuit .because it. hyd the larg, st number of wires and
connections in a'ingle circuit..; The HPCX wate -fog cixcuit "

was selected, for analysis because it is the only water-fogcircuit in the area of 'applicabil'ity for technical
specixications. The Standby-Diesel,.Generator Boom A Cpz

I

~ )e

r
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L(MITING CONDITIONS, FOR OPE PAT ION SURVEILLANCE REQUI REMENTS

3 ~ 1 1 FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEMS 4 11 FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEMS

checked to
be 2664 gpm
at 250 feet
head

e. Spray Once/year
header and
nozzle
inspection
fox blockage

f. System
flush in
conjunction
with semi-
annual
addition of
biocide to
the Raw
Cooling
Mater
System

Twi ce/y.ear

h. Yard loop
and cool-
ing tower
loop
hydraulic
performance
verification

Once/year

g. Bus.ldll ng Once/3
hydraulic years
performance
verification



'
\
LDilTINC CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

3 11 FIRE PROTECTION SXSTEt5 4 ~ 11 FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEMS

l

Applies- to the operat'ing status of thc
high pressure water,

and C02 fire protec-
.tion systems for the reactor building,
diesel generator. buildings, control

~ bay, intake pump'ing 'sfation, cable
tunnel to the intake pumping station,
and the fixed spray system for cable .

trays al'ong the south wall of'he
turbine building, elevation 586.

h

To assure ayah.l'abilit of Fire
Protection S stems.

.e '
, A. Hi h Pressure Fire

Prote'ctiori S s em

Applies to the surveillance require-
ments of the high pressure water,

and C02 fire protection systems for
the reactor building, diesel generator
buildings, control bay, intake pumping
station, cable tunnel to the intake
pumping station, and the fixed spray
system for cable trays along the south
wall of the turbine building, eleva-
tion 586 when the corresponding limit-
ing conditions for operation are in
effect.

~Ob ective:

To verify the operability of
the Fire Protection Systems.

b. Automatic
initiation logic
operable.

l.„The Hig) Pressure
'Fir'e Protect'ion

'ys'emshall" have:

Neo (2) high
pressure fire
pumps operable
and aligned to
the high
pressure'ire
header.

A. Hi h Pressure Fire
Protection S stem ~ '

1. High Pressure Fire
Protection System
Testing:

Item ~Pre uecc

a. Simulated Once/year
automatic
and manual
actuation of
high pressure
pumps and auto-
matic valve
operability .

b. ~Pum 'nce/month
Operability

c. Deleted

d. Pump Once/3
ycni'apability
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I. IN I

3.6.

~ ~ ~I I!;t., C(Iwl)I TI(nl!':(]I(!Apl:RATlOII

I

Coolant I.cckav»

3. If the condition ln 1 or 2

above cannot bc mct, an orderly
'hutdoun sha'll be initiated

and thc.reantor shall bc ohut-
doun in thc .'Cold Condition
vjthin 24 ho'uro.

Safety and R( lief Valv g

. 1. When morc than onc va lve,
safety or relief, is knoun to
be faI.Ied, dn ordcry shut-
doun shall. be initiated and
thc reactor 'depresouritcd to
leos than 135 psip uithin 24
hours.

4. 6. C Cool an t I.c ak a~vc

D. Safety and Relief Valves

l. At least one s-fcty valve and
approxiearely one-Iialf of all
reliei valves shall bc bench-
checkcd or replaced uil.h a
bench-checked valve each opera-
ting cycle. All 13 valves (2
safety and ll relief) uill hare
been checked or replaced upo-..
the conolction of every second
cycle.

2. Once durIng cath operating
cycle, cath relief valve she':
be manually opened until ther.-.a-
couples d ouns trcam of thc va1 r e
ind icatc s team is .f louinZ fz o~
the valve.

3. Thc intcZrity of thc relic.'.r
safety valve bellovs shall be
continuously "onitorcd.

J C L~PUW 'r

4. At least one relief reive ..h:.11
b« disassembled and inape'ed
each operating cycle.

E. ~Jet Pun s

1, Mhcnev<'r thc 'reactor is, in thc
otnrtup or run modes, all )et
pumps shell" be operable. If
it is deterpincd that a $ ct
pump ia inoperoblc, or if tvo
or more )et,'ump flou instru-
aent failures occur and can-
sloe be corrected ul.thin 12
hours, an ordi rly ohutdnun
ohall bc Inftiatcd and the

" reactor ohall bc ohutdovn in
thc Cold Condl.tion uithin 24
hours e

Whenever there is recirculation
Elou uith the reactor in the
etartup or run nodes uith both
recirculation pumps runnin~,
get pump operability shall bo
checked da'y by'eri fyinZ the t
the fallauinZ COnditiOnS dO not
occur sinu 1 tancously:

a. The tvo recirculation loops
have a f lou imbalance o'

157. or nore uhen the pu ps
arc opcratcd at the same
speed.
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I.EH1TENC «:AHOI I'I«NS !'AR OPKAATEO!I SURVEELLA!<CY RI'.«$UEIL~ IOIT

I. 6, V .lac ~I'uw

3.6.F Jet PuI«, Floir Kismatch
1.

2.

When both recirculation pumps
are in steady st'ate operation,
the speed of the,'aster pump
sha13. be maintained within
12~+ the speed. o the slo~irer
pump when core p'ower is 80r«or
more of rated power or 13'he
speed of the lower pump when
core power 's below 80~~ 'of
rated power.

Xx specification 3.6.F.1
cannot be m t, one recircu1ation
pump shall be tripped.

3 0 The reactor shal3. not be
operated with oqe recirculation
loop out of scrv'ice for more
than 2lI hours. With the reactor
operating, if one recirculation
loop is out of service, the
plant shall be placed. in a hot
shutdown condition within
24 hours mQ.ess -the loop is
sooner return d «to service.

lt

l~ Following one pump op ration >

the discharge valve of the low
speed. pump may not be opened.
ua'.ess the speed. of the faster
pump is less than 50,"~ of its
rated speed.

5. Steady state operation with both
recirculation pumps out of ser.-
vice for up to 12 hrs is per-
mitted. During:such interval
restart of the recirculation

~~

umps is permitted, provided the
oop discharge temperature is

within 75oF of the saturation
~ temperature of the reactor

vessel water as,". determined by
dome pressure. 'The total
elapsed time in natural circula-
tion and one pump operation must
be no greater than.24 hrs.

G. Structural.'Tnte rit
1. The structural integrity of

the primary system- shall be

4.6.E Jet Pung@

b. The indicated value of core
flou rate varies f"or th«:
value drri,vcd from loop
flou mr««surements by mor«!
chan lOX.

c. The diffuser to lower pl«'num
differential pressure zrad-
ing on an ihdividu l )et
pump varies frcm th mew>
of all get pump d'fernn-
tisl pressures by more than
10X.

2. Whenever there is recirculat on
flou uith the reactor in the
«Startup or Run Mode and one !;e-
circulation pump is operatin ~

uith the equalizer valve closed,
the diffuoer to louer plenum
differential prcssure shall bn
checked daily and the differ"n-

~ tial pressure of an individu~l
Jet pump in a lonp shall not
vary from the moan of all )et
pump differential pressures in
that loop =by more. than lOZ.

P. Jct Pum Flow Mismatch

1. Recirculation pump speeds shall
be checked and logged at least
once per day.

G. Structural Encerritv

l. Tnble 4.6,.A together vith sup-
plement««ry notes, specifies the
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II

B.B/4.B BASES: '~
The survei1 lance requirement for scram testing of all the
control rods after each refueling outage and lOX of the control
rogs at 16-veek intervals is adequate for determining the opera-
bility of the control rod system yet is not so frequent as to
cause excessive Mear on the control rod system .components.

The numerical values assigned to the predicted scram perfor-
mance are based on the analysis of data from other BMRss with
control rod drives the same as those on Brovns Ferry Nuclear
'Flnnt.

The occurrence of scrars times Mithin the limits, but signifi-
cantly ion".,er than the average, should be vieMed as an indica-
tion of systematic problem Mith control rod drives'especially
Cf the number of drives exhibiting such scram times exceeds
eight, the'lloMable number of inoperable rods.

In the analytical treatment of the transients, 390 milliseconds
are al.loMed betveen a neutron sensor reaching the scram point
and the start of negative reactivity insertion. This io ade-
quate and conservative vhen campared to the typically observed
tLme delay of, about 270 milliseconds. Approximately 70 milli-
seconds after neutron flux reaches the trip point ~ the pilot
scram valve 'solenoid poMer supply voltage goes to zero an
approximately 200 milliseconds later, control rod motion begins.
The 200 milli'seconds are included in the allovsble scram inser-
tion tiie's specified in Specification 3.3.C.

I* In order to perform scram time testing as required
bf specification 4.3.C,1, the relaxation of certain
restraints in the rod sequence control system is
required. Individual rod bypass switches may be
used as described in specification 4.3.C.1.

The position of any rod bypassed must be known to
be in accordance with rod withdrawal sequence.
Bypassing of rods in the manner described in
specification 4,3.C.1 vill allov the subsequent
withdrawal of any rod scrammed in the 100 percent to
50 percent rod density groups; however, it will
maintain group notch contxol over all rods in the
50 percent density to preset pover level range. In
addition, RSCS will prevent movement of rods in the
50 percent density to preset power level range until
the scrammed rod has been withdrawn.
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3.3/4.4 BASES.:

Reactivit Anomalies

During each fuel cycle excess operative reactivity
varies as fuel depletes and as any burnable poison
in supplementary control is burned. The magnitude
of this excess reactivity may be inferred from the
criti'cal rod configuration. As fuel burnup pro-
gresses,,anomalous behavior in the excess reactivity
may be detected by comparison of the critical rod
pattern at selected base states to the predicted
rod inventory at that state. Power operating base
condi'tions provide the most sensitive and directly
interpretable data relative to core reactivity.
Fur'thermore, using'ower operating base conditions
p'ermits frequent reactivity comparisons.

Requiring a reactivity comparison at the specified
frequency ass'ures that a comp'arison will,be made
before the core reactivity change exceeds 1X D K .

Deviations in core reactivity greater than 1/MP are
npt expected 'and require thorough evaluation. One
percent reactivity into the core would not lead to
trans'ients exceeding design conditions of the reactor
system.
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IUNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

SUPPORTING AMENDMENT NO. 35 TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR-33

AMENDMENT NO, 32 TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR-52

AMENDMENT NO. 9 TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR-68

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT NOS. 1, 2 AND 3

DOCKET NOS. 50-259, 50-260 AND 50-296

1.0 Introduction

The Tennessee Valley Authority (licensee or TVA) has proposed to
reload and operate Browns Ferry Unit 1 (B.F.81) with 168 Bx8
(144 8D274L and 24 8D274H) reload fuel assemblies with 80 mil
channels. The enrichment of each new 8x8 reload fuel assembly
is 2.74 wt. Ã U-235. The balance of the 596 element core will
consist of i rradiated 7x7 fuel assemblies previously loaded in
the initial core (Cycle 1). All Cycle 2 reload and irradiated
assemblies except 7 will have two 9/32-inch holes drilled in each
lower tie plate, with the 1-inch bypass flow holes in the core
support plate plugged. The 9/32" holes in the fuel assembly lower
fuel tie plates permit cooling water to flow into the bypass
region between fuel assemblies to cool the in-core nuclear
instrumentation and the plugging ~f

1" bypass flow holes was done

to eliminate in-core vibrations.(

As noted above, Cycle 2 reload will contain 7 assemblies without the
9/32-inch holes drilled in the lower tie plate. Original B.F.81
plans were to have all Cycle 2 assembly lower tie plates drilled.
However, six of the drilled assemblies were found to be leaking
fission products and the other assembly was mechanically damaged.
Because of B.F.81 startup schedular demands, the 7 assemblies were
replaced with non-drilled assemblies. B.F.k'1 considered this
'eventuality in their safety analysis, such as their Loss-of-Coolant
Accident Analysis and conservatively assumed that 20 assemblies

: were undrilled.

The reactor is expected to operate in the configuration just
described at the licensed power. level of 3293 MWt for approximately
12 months. In support of the reload application the licensee has
provided the General Electirc (GE) BWR.Reload 1 licensing submittal
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for B.F.¹l(1), proposed Technical Specification c)aqges(2)(3)(3a),
a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) anaJysjs report'l3>, an increased
relief valve simmer margin yves.luation~ ~, and responses to our requests
for additional information.(4)

2.0

2.1

The information presented in the licensing submittal closely follows
the ggidelines in Appendix A of the generic GE Topical Report NEDO-
20360'l5). Although later supplements to this report are undergoing
review by the NRC staff, portions of this topical have been found
applicable for reactors containing 8x8 reload fuel and are acceptable
to us When supplemented with information required by our status
report<6>. The supplemental information provided by the licensee
and our evaluation thereof are summarized in Section 2.0 of this
Safety Eva]uation Report {SER).

In addition to the changes being made to the Technical Specifications
that are related to the loading of 8x8 assemblies into Unit 1 for
Cycle 2 operation, there'are certain changes being made to the
Technical Specifications of all three Units. These changes involve:
{1) a request to clarify the operability requirements of the
Rod Worth Minimizer and the Rod Sequence Control System during
scram time testing submitted by application dated January 12, 1977,
(2) a request to add standards for qualifications of the Health
Physics Supervisor submitted by application dated May ll, 1977,
(3) a request to change and add certain fire protection Technical
Specifications submitted by application dated September 23, 1977,
(4) a request to delete annual operating report requirements and change
the monthly reporting requirements submitted by application dated
November 16, 1977, and (5) a request to substitute revised, but
equivalent, terms in the equations 'for the limiting settings on the
Average Power Range Monitors'cram and rod block setpoints
submitted by application dated December 13, 1977. Our evaluation of
these changes to the Technical Specifications are summarized in

, ,Section 3.0 of this SER.

Evaluation of B.F.¹1 Reload For C cle 2

Nuclear Characteristics

For Cycle 2 approximately'2K of the 764 fuel assemblies will be
unirradiated; and 78% will have been irradiated for one cycle. As
indicated by the loading diagram presented in Reference 1, these
assemblies will be distributed such that the core is quarter core
symmetrical.
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2.2

The data in Reference 1 indicate that the nuclear characteristics
of the Reload 1 core are within the envelope of those values used
in the analysis of the previous core. The licensee therefore
states that the total control system worth, temperature, and void
dependent behavior of the reconstituted core will not differ
significantly from those values previously reported for B.F.¹l
The shutdown margin of the Cycle 2 core meets the Technical
Specification requirement that the core be at least 0.38Ã dc
subcritical in the most reactive condition throughout the operating
cycle with the most reactive rod fully withdrawn and with all the
others fully inserted. For Cycle 2 the. minimum shutdown margin
has been calculated by the licensee to be 0.019 8< and occurs at
the beginning of'ycle.

The information presented by the licensee in Reference 1 indicates
that a boron concentration of 600 ppm in the moderator will bring
the reactor subcritical by at least 0.03 8< at 20'C, xenon free.
Therefore, the alternate shutdown requirement of the General Design
Criteria is met by the Standby Liquid Control System.

The Technical Specification requirement for the storage of fuel
for B.F.¹l is that the effective multiplication factor of the
fuel, for dry conditions, is less than 0.90 and flooded is less
than 0.95. This is achieved if the uncontrolled k of a single
fuel bundle is less than 1.30 at 65'C. The peak uncontrolled k
of 8D274L and 8D274H have a maximum k~ of 1.238 and 1.216 respectively

~ 'ithin the applicable exposure and temperature range. These are
less than 1.30 so that storage requirements for B.F.¹1 are met.

Based on e review of the information presented in the B.F.¹1 licensing
submittal(>) ys supplemented by applicable p~qtions of the generic 8x8
reload report<5) and our acceptance thereof~ ~, we have determined
that the nuclear characteristics and performance of the Cycle 2 core
are similar to those of Cyc'le 1 and are acceptable.

Mechanical Desi n

The reload fuel has, the same mechanical configuration and fuel
bundle enrichments as the BD247L and 8D274H assemblies described

. in the geheric 8x8 reload Topical Report'Reference 5) except that
two 9/32 inch holes are drilled in the lower tie plate of each
reload assembly to provide bypass flow. Also, the improved water
rod design described in Section 3.1 of Reference 5 has been adopted.





2.3

The generic 8x8 reload Topical Report ( ), supplements of which
are under review, has been found acceptable for use for reactors
containing SxS reload fuel, when supplemented with information
required by our status report (Reference 6) on the GE generic
report evaluation. On the basis of our review of the generic
SxS reload Topical Report and the reload submittal we conclude
that the mechanical design of the B.F.¹1 Reload 1 is acceptable.

Thermal-H draulics

The generic 8x8 reload Topical Report(6) and GETAB(7) are
referenced to provide the description of the thermal-hydraulic
methods which were used to calculate the thermal margins. Appli-
cation of the GETAB establishes:

(1) the fuel damage safety limit,

(2) the limiting conditions of operation (LCO) such that the
safety limit is not exceeded for normal operation and
anticipated transients, and

(3) the limiting conditions of operation such that the initial
conditions assumed in the accident analyses are satisfied.

Me have evaluate) 4he B.F.¹l Cycle 2 thermal margins based on
the GETAB report< 'nd plant specific input information provided
by the licensee. Our evaluation of these margins is reported
herein.

2.3.1 Fuel Claddin Inte rit Safet Limit - Minimum Critical Power
Ratio MCPR

)

The fuel cladding safety liyjg MCPR has been increased from 1.05
to 1.06, based on the GETASiI~ statistical analysis, to assure'hat 99.9Ã of the fuel rods in the core will not yxperience boiling
transition during abnormal operational transients'LS>. This limit
is applied for both core-wide and localized transients or
perturbations to the expected Critical Power Ratio (CPR) distributiont

1
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The uncertainties in core and system operating parameters and the
'EXLcorrelation uncertainties expected for Cycle 2 operation of

B.F.k'1 are the same as those used for the original statistical
analysis (Table 4-2 of Reference 5) on which the fuel cladding
safety limit MCPR is based except for those increased changes due
to a reload core. For example the standard deviation for the TIP
readings uncertainty for the Cycle 2 core is 8.7X whereas the
GETAB NEDO-10958 report shows 6.3X. The increase in uncertainty
for the Cycle 2 core is a consequence of the increase in uncertainty
in the measurement of power in a reload core. A TIP uncertainty
of 6.3C would be applicable if this were the initial core. In
both cases the TIP reading uncertainties are based on a syanetrical
planar power distribution.

The bundle power distribution for Cycle 2 is expected to include
fewer high power bundles than the distribution assumed for the
original statistical analysis as is indicated by comparing Figures
4-1 and 4-2 in Reference, 1 with Figure 4-2 of Reference 5. Therefore ,it is conservative to apply the fuel cladding, safety limit MCPR of
1.06 to Cycle 2 operation of B.F.Pl.

0 eratin Limit MCPR

Yarious transients or perturbations to the CPR distribution could
reduce the MCPR below the intended operating limit during Cycle 2
operation of B.F.//1. The limiting operational transients were
analyzed by the licensee to determine which could potentially
induce the largest reduction in MCPR.

The limiting operational transients evaluated were load rejection
with failure of the bypass valves, turbine trip with failure of
the bypass valves, loss of a 100'F feedwater heater, feedwater
controller failure, and the control rod withdrawal error. Initial
conditions and transient input parameters as specified in Table
4-3, Table 6-1 and Figure 6-1 of Ref'erence 1 were assumed. For
most of the parameters which vary with exposure, the limiting and
most conservative value that would occur during the cycle were
assumed. The. exceptions to this are the local peaking factor and
GEXL R-factor which are conservatively assumed to be those of
fresh fuel.

Me have reviewed the input to the transient calculations and the
application of the analysis methods of Reference 5 and have
determined that they provide appropriate conservatism for deter-
mination of the operating limit MCPR for B.F.Pl during Cycle 2.





The calculated reductions in CPR during each of the operational
transients have been identified by the licensee in Reference 3a.
The most limiting operational transients occur ring at any time
during Cycle 2 from rated conditions in the categories shown in
Table 4-2 are: (I) a rod withdrawal error for the 7x7 fuel from
BOC-2 to 3440 MWD/t with a XPR of 0.24, (2) load rejection without
bypass for SxS fuel from BOC-2 to 3440 MWD/t with a. SPR of 0.26
and (3) load rejection without bypass for 7x7 and 8x8 fuel from
3440 NWD/t to EOC with a XPR of 0.28 and 0.38, respectively.*

Addition of these SPR's to the safety limit MCPR would normally
provide the minimum operating limit MCPR for each fuel type
required to avoid violation of this safety limit, should these
limiting transients occur. The licensee has therefore proposed
MCPR operating limits of 1.30 and 1.32 for the 7x7 and SxS fuel
types respe'ctively from BOC-2 to 3440 MWD/t and 1.34 and 1.44
for the.7x7 and Sx8 fuel types respectively from 3440 MWD/t tq
EOC-2. However, the licensee reports in the reload submittal~1)
that the most severe fuel loading error, consisting of a fresh
Sx8 bundle loaded in a core position analyzed for a high burnup
7x7 assembly, results in a KPR of 0.25 which exceeds the KPR
associated with the most limiting abnormal operational .transient
for 7x7 fuel from BOC-2 to 2440 MWD/t. This fuel loading error
could, therefore, decrease the MCPR below the safety limit MCPR

(i.e., to 1.05) if the operating limit were based soley on the
consideration of anticipated operational transients.

The staff has the fuel loading error under generic review. Until
- this issue is resolved, the staff, in the interim, requries that
the operating limit MCPR proposed by the licensee be increased an
additional .Ol for 7x7 fuel from BOC-2 to 3440 MWD/t to account for
the possibility of a fuel loading error.

Thus, based on the analyses of both the most severe abnormal operational
transients add the fuel loading error, we require that the operating
limit MCPR be 1.31 for 7x7 fuel from BOC-2 to 3440 MWD/t to avoid
violating the safety limit in the event of a fuel loading error from
rated conditions. The licensee has agreed to increase the operating
limit MCPR to this value.

* BOC- Beginning of Cycle
EOC- End of Cycle





2.3.3 0 eratin MCPR Limits'For'Less Than Rated Power And Flow

2.4

For the limiting transient of recirculation pump speed control
failure at lower than rated power and flow conditions, the licensee
will conform to the limiting conditions for operation stated in the
Technical Specifications. This requires that for core flows less
than the rated flow, the licensee maintain the MCPR greater than
the minimum operating values. The minimum operating MCPR values
for less than rated flow are the MCPR's for ful'l rated flow (1.31
and 1.32 for the 7x7 and 8x8 fuel types respectively from BOC-2
to 3440 MWD/t and 1.34 and 1.44 for the 7x7 and 8x8 fuel types
respectively from 3440 MWD/t to EOC-2), multiplied by the respective
Kf factors appearing in Figure 3.5-2 of the Technical Specifications.
The kf factor curves were generically derived and assure that the
most limiting transient occurring at less than rated flow will
not exceed the safety limit MCPR of 1.06. We conclude that the
calculated consequences of the anticipated operational transients
do not violate the thermal limits of the fuel or the pressure limits
of the reactor coolant boundary.

Accident Anal'sis

~ 2.4.1

2.4.2

Fuel Loadin 'Error

Fuel loading errors are discussed in Reference 2 for a fuel bundle
placed in an improper location or rotated 180 degrees. For B.F.¹l
the worst potential fuel loading error for Cycle 2 would result in
a MCPR no less than 1.06 for an operating limit MCPR of 1.31 and
a peak linear heat generation rate of 16.5 Kw/ft(1). The implications
of the MCPR have been discussed previously and the peak LHGR is not
large enough to cause fuel damage.

Control'Rod'Dro Accident

En Figures 6-1 through 6-3 of Reference 1 the licensee has shown
that during Cyclh 2 operation of B.F,.¹l. the magnitude of the
Doppler cot.fficient as a function of fuel temperature and the magnitude
of the reactivity,. insertion due to a dropped in-sequence control
rod versus-rod" position are smaller, than bounding curves of these
quantities presented in Reference 5. Since the scram reactivity function
for -20'C is outside of the bounding'analysis, a specific analysis was
performed by the 'licensee to verify that the consequences of a
rod 'drop excurs'ion from any in-sequence control rod would be below
the design limit. The r'esultant peak enthalpy from the specific
analysis is 161 cal/g for the 20'C case. The results of this analysis
and the results of the scram reactivity function at 286'C for B.F.¹1
being within the bound of'he analysis for the generic reload are
sufficient. justification that no in-sequence rod drop accident will

- lead to peak fuel enthalpies greater than the 280 cal/gm design basis.
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Fuel Handlin 'Accident

The fuel handling accident was addressed in the original SER

(6/26/72) prior to issuance of the operating license and in the
staff's review of the generic 8x8 reload Topical Report. In the
review of the generic 8x8 reload Topical Report, we stated the
mechanical analysis should be better justified. However, our
conclusion that the amount of fission products released from 8x8
fuel assemblies in a refueling'accident would not be si:gnificantly
greater than from the 7x7 fuel assemblies is not changed'by this
reload, and the conclusions of the SER (6/26/72) that the dose
consequence of a fuel handling accident would be well within 10 CFR

100 guidelines are not changed.

ECCS A endix K Anal sis

On December 27, 1974, the Atomic Energy Commission issued an Order
for Modification of License implementing the requirements of 10 CFR

50.46, "Acceptance Criteria and Emergency Core Cooling Systems for
Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors." One of the requirements of the
Order was that prior to any license amendment authorizing any core
reloading, the licensee submit a reevaluation of ECCS performance
calculated in accordance with an acceptable evaluation model which
conforms to the provisions of 10 CFR 50.46. The Order also required
that the evaluation be accompanied by such proposed changes in
Technical Specifications or license amendments as may be necessary
to implement the evaluation results and assumptions.

In December of 1976, we were informed that certain input errors
and computer code errors had been made in the evaluations that
were provided under the requirements described above. An Order was
issued to TVA on March ll, 1977, requiring that corrected revised
calculations fully conforming to the requirements of 10 CFR 50.46
be provided for the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Unit 1 facility as
soon as possible. Such corrected analyses were provided for the
present reload in Reference 3. The corrected analyses included
corr'ection of all input errors previously made and correction of
all computer code errors. The corrected'nalyses were performed
using a calculational model which contains several model changes
approved by the NRC staff in a Safety Evaluation issued April 12, 1977.(1
This Safety Evaluation is applicable to B.F.A'1 and is incorporated
by reference herein.





We have reviewed the corrected analyses submitted for the reload
in Reference 3 along with a supplemental evaluation submitted in
Reference 3a. We conclude that the B. Fa¹l will be in conformance
with a'11 requirements of 10 CFR 50.46 and Appendix K to 10 CFR
50 when: (1) it is operated in accordance with the "MAPLHGR VERSUS
AVERAGE PLANAR EXPOSURE" values given in Tables 3.5.I-1, -2, -3
and -4 of Reference 3a and (2) when it is operated at a MCPR equal
to or greater than 1.20 (more restpictive MCPR limits are currently
required for reasons not connected with the Loss-of-Coolant Accident,
as described elsewhere in this SER).

The analyses submitted in Reference 3 provide all information
requested in our letter to GE on June 30, 1977, regarding number
of breaks to be analyzed, documentation to be provided, etc. for
the new analyses. These analyses for B.F.¹1 reference the lead
plant (James A. Fitzpatrick Nuclear Power Plant) arialyses for
BWR/4 plants with the low-pressure-coolant-injection system
modification.

The staff's Safety Evaluation for Fitzpatrick is also lead plant
evaluation and is incorporated by reference herein. This B.F.¹1
ECCS evaluation considers only matters which differ from Fitzpatrick.
The following description is proivded of particular features of
the analyshs which are different from the lead plant analyses and
the reason underlying those differences. The break spectrum (l.e ,
peak clad temperature [PCTj vs. break size) for the lead plant<153
showed that the particular break producing the highest PCT for the
lead plant was a recirculation pump discharge line break having an
area approximately 80%%d as large as the largest discharge line break.
However, the break spectrum for B.F.¹l showed that the particular
break producing the highest PCT is the largest (100%) suction
line break,

The SER for the lead plant( ) explains the reasons why the discharge
break locatiop is limiting for that plant. As explained more fully
in that SER<'~), the largest break in the largest pipe would normally
be expected to be limiting (the largest pipe is the suction pipe).
However, %be LPCI modification (also explained more fully in the lead
plant SER<'~)) results in at least one loop of the LPCI system being
available to help mitigate the consequences of suction pipe breaks
even with the worst assumed single failure; but, due to certain
piping and valve locations, with certain single failure assumptions,
no LPCI system is available for the smaller, discharge line break.
This results in a tradeoff or compensating effects situation where
a larger, normally more severe break (suction line) has more ECCS

available to mitigate its consequences, while a smaller, normall~>)~ss
severe break (discharge line) has less ECCS. The lead plant SER

states that in most cases this tradeoff results in the discharge
break being 1 imiting, as it i s for Fi tzpa trick.
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For B.F.¹l, the tradeoff had a different result with the largest
suction break being slightly (23'F) more limiting than the worst
discharge break analyzed. The reason for the difference between
Fitzpatrick and B.F.¹1 analysis results is best explained by the
concept of an "effective break size," which is defined as the ratio
of break area to primary system volume. The higher the "effective
break size," the more severe are the consequences of the break
(i.e., blowdown will be faster, flow decay and departure from nucleate
boiling will be sooner, and core uncovery will be sooner, all of
which contribute to higher PCT). Compared to Fitzpatrick, B.F.¹I
has a smaller discharge line and a larger primary system volume,
both of which combine to make the "effective" discharge break much
smaller for B.F.¹l than for Fitzpatrick. On the other hand, the
suction lines on the two plants are approximately the same size, and
although the larger primary system volume of B.F.¹l makes the B.F.¹l
"effective" suction line break somewhat smaller than Fitzpatrick's,
the decrease is not as pronounced as for the discharge line break.
Therefore , when one compares the break spectrum of the two plants,
one would'xpect to see the discharge break relatively less severe
(compared to the suction break) on B.F.¹l. This shift is just large
enough to cause the suction break to become limiting on B.F.¹l.

~ In order to justify the above argument that the largest suction
, line break is limiting, it is necessary to determine that no

discharge oi suction break size that was not specifically analyzed
~ could be more limiting than the discrete sizes that were speci-

fically analyzed.

The same arguments presented in the lead plant SER'{15) regarding PCT
vs. discharge line break size also apply to B.F.¹l. For B.F.¹l the
maximumuncovered time interval peaks at 66K of the largest discharge
break area. Since the uncovered time is a maximum, the highest PCT
for a discharge line break, will be at or near that break size*.
For the suction line break, the longest uncovered time interval occurs
for a break equal to 100% of the largest suction "line area, and
since all other significant effects also tend to make the largest
break limiting (i.e., earliest loss of nucleate boiling and uncovery
time), it is clear that the ".1005" suction line break is the most
limiting suction line break.

Slight differences in "effective break size" and plant geometry (i.e.,
bypass area, bypass flow holes, etc.) caused this peak to occur at 80$
of the largest discharge break area for Fitzpatrick, but the same arguments
used in the Fitzpatrick SER apply to explain why the maximum PCT does not



TVA has presented results of PCT calculations specifically for
B.F.¹1 for the largest suction line break, largest discharge line
break, and most limiting discharge line break. We agree, for the
reasons stated above, that the most limiting break is the largest
suction line break. This was used to generate the referenced
MAPLHGR limits, which we therefore find acceptable as stated
previously.

2.4.O Steam Line Break Accident

Steam line break accidents which are postulated to occur inside
containment are covered by the ECCS analysis discussed in section
2.4.4. The analysis of steam line break accidents occurring
outside containment as presented by the licensee is acceptable
based og our review and acceptance of the generic report NEDO-

20360 (v,6

occur for the largest discharge line break for B.F.¹1. The question arises
on Fitzpatrick and on B.F.¹l as to whether or not the maximum discharge
break PCT occurs precisely at the "80$" and "66Ã" discharge line break
size respectively, for the two plants (i.e., has the worst break been
found and analyzed). Since the "80Ã" break on Fitzpatrick was the most
limiting break for that plant (with PCT = 2200'F) additional analyses
were performed at slightly larger and slightly smaller breaks to more
precisely locate the worst break size. In addition an added conservatism
was included in the analyzed breaks to more precisely locate the worst
break size and a shorter DNB time was assumed to add more conservatism
into the'alculation which would more than compensate for any slighf,
error, in precisely determining the exact size of the limiting break~
In the case of B.F.¹1, these additional analyses and conservatisms were
not included, since it is only necessary to show that no unanalysed
discharge break could be more limiting than the worst (limiting) suction
line break. The uncovered time period versus break area peaks very sharply
at "66K", that is, any change to a slightly larger or smaller break area
would cause a shift to a significantly shorteruncovered time which would
over-'compensate for any effects in the other directions due to the size
change and result in a lower PCT. Moreover, if the highest PCT discharge
line break size is slightly different from 66K, the 66K discharge break

„,PCT is 2128'F, which is 23'F below the limiting (largest) suction line
break's PCT of 2151'F. Any small inaccuracies in precisely determining
the worst discharge break size couldnot cause more than a 2'F to O'

shift in PCT, and the worst discharge break's PCT would still not become

limiting (i.e., higher than 2151 F).
k
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2.5 Over ressure Anal sis

The licensee has presented analyses (one for the BOC-2 to 3440
MWD/t and one for 3440 MWD/t to EOC-2) to demonstrate that during
the most severe overpressure event an adequate margin (99 psi
and 81 psi respectively) exists between the peak vessel pressure
and the ASME Code alloyab)e vessel pressure which is 110% of the
vessel design pressure<3a>. The analysed event, which produced
the most severe overpressure, was the closure of all main steam
line isolation valves (MSIV) with high flux scram and recirculation
drive (pump) motor trip (ATWS DMT). ATWS DMT is trip of the
recirculation pump on a high pressure signal. The input to the
calculation is listed in Table 6-1 of Reference 1, and included
end of cycl'e scram characteristics, void"coefficient and Doppler
coefficients. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that should
the MSIV transient be initiated at a reactor power slightly above
the value assumed for the analysis (because of uncertainties in
monitoring of power) they'ould still be an adequate margin to the
ASME code pressure limit<"). Similarly, should the transient be
initiated at the maximum dome pressure allowed by the Technical
Specifications rather than that assumed for thy ynalysis there
would be adequate margin to the pressure limit<4>.

The effect on peak vessel pressure during an MSIV closure from the
failurq of a safety valve has been evaluated to be approximately
20 psi<1~") so that the margin to the code limit is adequate for
this circumstance also.

2.6

Based on the analysis and sensitivity studies submitted by the
licensee the overpressure analysis for B.F.Pl for Cycle 2 has
been found acceptable.

Thermal H draulic Stabilit Anal ses

The thermal hydraulic stability analyses and results are described
, in References 5 and 1. The results of the Cycle 2 analyses show

that the 7x7 and 8x8 channel hydrodynamic stabil:ity, at either rated
power and flow conditions or at the low end of the flow control
range, is within the operational design guide in terms of decay
ratio.
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2.7

Calculations ~were also performed by the licensee to assess the
reactor power'..- dynamic response at the two aforementioned reactor
operati5g co5ditions, The results -showed that the reactor core
decay ratiosfat bpth condi'tioAs -are well within the operational
design guide decay ratio. We find these results to be acceptable.

We have expressed, generic concerns regarding the least stable reactor
condition, al'1owed by, Technical Spec)fications. This condition
couid, be rea)hed dur irrg.an oper at]oh'nansient from high power
wheie .the plant sustains.a tr'ip of b'oth recir'culation pumps. The
concerns ireImotivate'd by increasing decay ratios as equilibrium
fuelf cycles 4re approached and as fuel designs improve. Our concerns
relate, to both the'consequences of operating at the ultimate decay
ratio '.for therequi,'Ciborium..core and the capacity of analytical
methods to accurately predict decay ratios. The General Electric
Company is a)pressing these concerns through meetings, Topical
Reports and a test program.

Until this iSsue has been resolved generically, we have imposed
a requirement on B.F.81 which wilj qestrict planned operations in
the natural circulation flow mode~4>. The licensee has agreed to
this Technicjl Specification limitation. The restriction will
provide a significant increase in the reactor core stability margins

durinp 'CycleI 2. On the basis of the foregoing, we find the thermal-
hydrqulic stability of B.F.81 to be acceptable.

1

I r

Recircu'lation Pum Startu From The Natural Circulation 0 erational
ode

During a recent BWR reload review ~10) we raised a concern about
recirculation pump startup from the natural circulation operational
mode. Such Pump startup could increase flow, collapse moderator
voids, and subsequently result in a qgyctivity insepgjqn transient.
We note that the licensee identified<"> an analysis'L~ ~ made for a

startup of an idle recirculation loop at power and flow conditions
neqr natural> circulation. However, the reported analysis does not
adequately address our question on this matter and is still under
review. The&fore, authorization to operate in this fashion would
require additional analyses as to this accident sequence and its
consequences; In the absence of this information, the licensee has
agreed to have the Technical Specifications amended to restrict power
operations in the natural circulation mode to reduce the potential
for such an accident and to not allow startup of a recirculation
pump from the natural circulation condition unless the temperature
of the recirIculation loop is within 75'F of the primary coolant water
in the react'or vessel. We, find these restrictive measures reduce
the probabil,ity and consequences of this operation to an acceptably
low level.
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2.8 Ph sics Startu Testin

2.9

The licensee will conduct physics startup tests which, in addition
to verifying the predicted shutdown margin, will test the incore
monitoring instrumentation, the process computer programming and
input, and the core loading. These tests will provide additional
assurance that the B.F.¹I Cycle 2 core is loaded consistently
with the reload licensing submittal, and that the uncertainties
in monitoring power distributions are sufficiently small that the
design basis safety limit MCPR of 1.06 is applicable.

Because the, Cycle 2 core is to have a quarter core mirror symmetric
loading there will be differences between the exposure environments
of the pairs of diagionally synmetric TIPs on which the TIP
symmetry tests are to be made. These exposure differences are
expected to produce a larger apparent TIP uncertainty than

-would result from geometrical and random noise effects alone.
Because the criteria on the maximum uncertainty allowed before
taking corrective action are based on geometrical and noise
uncertainties only, the TIP symmetry test for B. F.¹l is expected
to conservatively overestimate the conditions under which actions
are required. The results of the tests will be available within
90 days of startup.

Rubber Shoe Cover Lost In Reactor Vessel

A rubber show cover fell into the Unit 1 vessel during the refueling
outage for Cycle 2 reload. Extensive search activities were conducted
by TVA over a three week period without success in finding the shoe
cover. TVA'ad the General Electric Company run tests on identical
shoe covers. These tests included heat-up in a water autoclave to
greater than 500'F and flow tests with flows up to 50 percent of'ated reactor core flow in a test flow loop that simulated the core
entry flow path configuration.

We have reviewed the material submitted by the Tennessee Valley
Authority {TVA) regarding the lost rubber shoe cover in the reactor
vessel.(22~ 23) Chemical effects, possible control rod interference,
and potential flow blockage to a fuel assembly are the three areas
of 'potential concern; these three subjects were addressed by TVA and
are discussed below in that order.
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The very small amount of material introduced by decomposition of the
shoe represents an insignificant fraction of the total primary
system inventory. The lack of florides and the insignificant
amount of chlorides (1 to 2 grams) indicate that the material would
have no significant effect on water chemistry or corrosion in
the primary system.

The shoe cover could potentially lodge in a control blade guide tube,
causing increased friction which would be detected during control
blade motion tests. However, based on our knowledge of the large
forces available to insert a control blade during a scram, and
considering the relatively low strength of a rubber shoe cover
(even a rubber shoe cover before high temperature weakens it
as described below), we concur with the GE-TVA conclusion that the
shoe cover could not significantly affect a reactor scram.

The potential for flow blockage to a fuel assembly required that
certain procedures be followed as described below to disintegrate
the shoe cover before reactor operation at powers where flow
blockage could pose a safety hazard .

Autoclave tests have been conducted which demonstrate that this type
of rubber shoe will lose tensile strength and structural intqgrity
after exposure to 500'F water for more than 24 hours.(22'3> Such
autoclaved material has been tested in a flow loop at lower temperatures
(less than 200'F) and was shown to rapidly disintegrate when flows
approach 100 gpm, the equivalent of 50Ã of rated flow in the reactor.
At flows in the range of 60 gpm, the equivalent of 30K of rated flow
in the reactor, the autoclaved material was shown to break apart but
at a much slower rate (the pressure drop across the "rubber blockage
plane" decreased by approximate')y y factor of 2 in about 12 minutes
at the equivalent of 30% flow.)< 4>

Under star tup conditions proposed by TVA and described below, the
flow induced disintegration would occur at greater than 30K of rated
flow and at temperatures above 500'F, not at the less-than-200'F
conditions present in the test loop. Based on our own manipulation
of autoclaved rubber samples at room temperature and at 212'F
(under boiling water) we know that this material becomes much weaker
as temperature is increased. NRC staff personnel who are familiar with
physical properties and behavior of rubber, the TVA staff, and the
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company technical staff agree that this same
trend would continue to higher temperature; i.e., that above 500'F the
rubber would have less tensile strength and would disintegrate faster
than at less-than-200'F.
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Therefore we concur with the TVA staff that the rubber shoe would
reach the weakened (autoclaved) condition and would subsequently
disintegrate into pieces so tiny that they could not cause flow
blockages having any safety significance after exposure to in-reactor
temperatures above 500'F and flows in excess of 30%-of-rated flow
for 60 hours.

During reactor startup, TVA proposes to expose the shoe to the
above conditions (60 hours at 500'F-or-above temperature and
30%-of-rated or greater flow) before core power is allowed to exceed
5%. We concur that operating under these conditions for 60 hours
poses no safety hazard for the following reasons. Flow reduction
to less than 70% of the flow in an unblocked assembly could not
be experimentally produced even by optimally placing the rubber
material by hand to cause such blockage in the flow loop. Even if
complete blockage of the inlet could nevertheless somehow be
produced in the reactor, sufficient flow would enter the bundle
through the "finger spring" path alone (other "leakage" paths also
exist) to prevent departure-from-nucleate boiling from occurring
at bundle powers below 0.6 MW.(2~~ 25) This corresponds to a core
power below 5%, based on a study of worst power peaking that could
occur during startup with the Browns Ferry Unit 1 rod-withdrawal
sequence. Therefore, reactor operation below 5% power, until shoe
cover disintegration occurs, poses no safety problem due to
potential blockage from the shoe.

Following startup operation as above, TVA will increase power to allow
feedwater pump operation so that inlet subcooling can be provided to
the recirculation pumps. The pumps can then be,run at 100% of rated
flow, which will be maintained for at least 1 hour before core power
is allowed to exceed 30%. This will assure removal of any remaining
small amount of flow blockage (that somehow might unexpectedly
survive the preceeding lower flows) before full core powers are
r'cached.

Based on the above, we concur with TVA that full power operation of
-Browns Ferry Unit 1 following the startup procedures described
will not pose a hazard to safe operation.
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Technical S ecification Chan es For B.F.¹1 C cle 2

~ .The proposed Technical Specification changes(1), incorporate
the Fuel Cladding Integrity Safety Limit MCPR and Operating
Limit MCPR requirements for 7x7 and 8x8. The basis for these
changes are addressed in Sections 2.3.1, 2.3 ' and 2.3.3.

The licensee has proposed to incorporate fuel densification
power spiking effects on the maximum LHGR equation for the reload
8x8 fuel. Until such time as removal of this penalty is
approved generically, NRC is continuing to require a 2.2X penalty.

The licensee has proposed changes to the Technical Specifications,
to preclude or limit operation with natural circulation flow in
the STARTUP and RUN modes of operation. The basis for this
change is addressed in Section 2.7.

The licensee has proposed new MAPLHGR values for Reload 1 fuel.
The basis for this change is addressed in Section 2.4.4.

The licensee has proposed 67B scram times in the Technical
Specification. This change reduces the 90K insertion time.
Changes in insertion time affect the most limiting operational
transients. For these transients the first two seconds are
critical. The Technical Specification for 50/ insertion time
is two seconds and since the 50Ã insertion time is not being
changed the proposed 67B scram times has little or no effect on
these transients.

~ The licensee has proposed to add 13.4 KW/ft as the design LHGR

for 8x8 fuel. The design LHGR was generically reviewed as part
of Reference 5 and found to be acceptable by the NRC staff.

The licensee has proposed startup limitations on power level
and recirculation flow rates for certain time durations in
order to ensure that a shoe cover lost in the reactor vessel
is disintegrated. The basis for this change is addressed in
Section 2.9.

We find the Technical Specification changes acceptable and
consistent with the'information in the B.F. Reload ¹1 licensing
submittal.
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3.0 Evaluation of,Other Technical S ecification Chan es

3.1 Rod Worth Minimizer (RWM and Rod Se uence Control S stem RSCS

TVA requested a change to the Technical Specifications for Units
1, 2 and 3 that wp~iii clarify the operahi1ity requirements of the
RWM and the RSCS.< > This change relates to a surveillance
requirement of the Technical Specifications to test the insertion
time for all operable control rods after each refueling outage.
This testing is necessary to ensure that the control rods will
insert within the time used for the transient analyses which
demonstrate that the core safety limits will not be violated during
those transients. In order to test some of the rods, the restraints
imposed by the RSCS must be by-passed. The Standard Technical
Specifications being issued for plants presently being licensed
include such an allowance for by-pass. The RWM also has an
allowance for inoperability below 20 percent power provided that
a second operator verifies that the operator at the reactor
console is following the control rod program.

3.2

The change proposed by TVA would include
prohibits the use of the second operator
the scram time testing. The change also
axial position of a bypassed rod must be
be in the correct in-sequence position.
proper commensurate requirements for rod
we find the changes acceptable.

Health Ph sics Su ervisor

a restriction that
in lieu of the RWM during
requires that the actual
known and the rod must
These changes provide the
movement control and

TVA requested a change to the Technical Specifications for Units
1, 2 and 3 relyting to the qualifications of the Health Physics
Supervisor.(18) We had requested by letter dated March 9, 1977,
that the Technical Specifications be modified to make it clear that
the Health Physics Supervisor must meet the requirements set forth
in Regulatory Guide 1.8, "Personnel Selection and Training" dated
September 1975. This change clarifies the personnel qualification
requirements in this respect, satisfies our request and is therefore
acceptable.
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3.3 Fire Protection Technical S ecifications

3.4

TYA requested a change to the Technical Specifications fear Units
1, 2 and 3 to modify the fire protection specifications.<19) We

have not completed our review of all of the proposed changes.
However, one change that they proposed would change the frequency
of testing automatic valves and control devices from quarterly
to annually. Annual testing of automatic valves and control

'evices is in accordance with NFPA Code Volume II, 1975, Section
15, paragraph 6015. Nore frequent testing would require more
automatic system inoperability, since there are a large number

., of automatic va'ives installed and certain portions of the system
must be isolated in order to perform the testing. The present
Standard Technical Specifications for new plants require annual
testing. Based on the foregoing, we find the proposed annual
testing acceptable.

Annual 0 eratin Re ort

Regulatory Guide 1.16, "Reporting of Operating Information-
Appendix A Technical Specifications," is the basis for reporting

. requirements found in Technical Specifications today. When these
Technical Specifications were issued we requested that licensees
use the formats in the guide for the Licensee Event Report (LER)
and Monthly Operating Report. In some cases licensees'se of
these formats was required by a reference to Regulatory Guide 1.16
in the Technical Specifications. After two years of experience
with the reporting requirements identified in this guide we

reviewed the scope of information licensees are. required to submit
in the LER, Annual Operating Report, Monthly Operating Report
and Startup Report.

From our review of all licensee reports, we determined that much

of the information found in the Annual Operating Report either is
addressed in the LER's or Monthly Operating Report, which are
submitted in- a more timely manner, or could be included in these
reports with only a slight augmentation of the information already
supplied. Therefore we conclude that the Annual Operating Report
could be deleted as a Technical Specification requirement if
certain additional information were provided in the Monthly Operating
Reports. As a result we sent letters during September 1977 to
licensees informing them that a revised and improved format for
Monthly Operating Reports was available and requested that they use

it. Licensees were informed that if they agreed to use the revised
format they should submit a change request to delete the requirement

.for an Annual Operating Report except that occupational exposure
data must still be submitted.
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By 'letter dated November 16, 1977, TVA requested a change to the
Technical Specifications that would delete all but one of the
four specified items in the Annual Operating Report. The report
which tabulates occupational exposure on an annual basis is needed
and therefore, the requirement to submit this information has
been retained. We have determined that the failed fuel examination
information does not need to be supplied routinely by licensees
because this type of historical data can be obtained in a compiled
form from fuel vendors when needed. The information concerning
forced reductions in power and outages will be supplied in the
revised Monthly Operating Reports and the narrative summary of
operating experience will be provided on a monthly basis in the
Monthly Operating Report rather than annually. The licensee has
committed to use the revised Monthly Operating Report format
beginning with their report for January 1978 as requested. We

have concluded that all needed information will be provided and
deletion of" the Annual Operating Report is acceptable.

Core Maximum Fraction of Limitin Power Densit CMFLPD)

TVA proposed a change to the Technical Specifications for Units
1, 2 and 3 relating to the formula for the limiting settings on
the Average Power Range Monito'r's scram and rod block setpoints.(21)
The change involves substituting an equivalent expression !.

(CMFLPD j
for the existing expression —in the formula, where:DTPF

NTPF

FRP is the fraction of rated power
CMFLPD is the core maximum fraction of limiting power density
DTPF is the design value of the total peaking factor
MTPF is the existing maximum total peaking factor

Since Cycle 2 of Unit 1 includes both 7x7 and 8x8 fuel assemblies
which have different design values of the total peaking factor, two
formulas would be required for each setpoint with the more limiting
result being applicable. The CMFLPD is the highest ratio, for all
fuel types in the core, of the maximum fuel rod power density (Kw/ft)
for a given fuel type to the limiting fuel rod power density (Kw/ft)
for that fuel type. Therefore, a single formula with a unique
solution is obtained. In addition, the process computer program
for the Browns Ferry Plant already computes the CMFLPD and properly
normalizes to the appropriate fuel type. We, therefore, find this
change acceptable.





4.0 Concl us ions

Environmental Considerations

We have determined that these amendments do not authorize a change
in effluent types or total amounts nor an increase in power level
and will not result in any significant environmental impact. Having
made this determination, we have further concluded that these
amendments involve an action which is insignificant from the
standpoint of environmental impact, and pursuant to 10 CFR 551.5(d)(4)
that an environmental impact statement, or negative declaration
and environmental impact appraisal need not be prepared in
connection with the issuance of these amendments.

4 ' Safet Considerations

For those matters discussed in Sections 2.3.1, 2.3.2, 2.3.3, and
2.4.4, we have concluded , based on the considerations discussed
in those sections that: (1) there is reasonable assurance that
the health and safety of the public will not be endangered by
operation in the proposed manner, and (2) such activities will be
conducted in compliance with the Commission's regulations and the
issuance of these amendments will not be inimical to the common
defense and security or to the health and safety of the public.

For the remainder of the matters evaluated in the other Sections
of this SER and their associated changes to the Technical
Specifications, we have concluded that: (1) because the amendments
do not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of accidents previously considered and do not
involve a significant decrease in a safety margin, the amendments
do not involve a significant hazards consideration, (2) there is
reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the public
will not be endangered by operation in the proposed manner, and
(3), such activities will be conducted in compliance with the
Commission's regulations and the issuance of these amendments
will not be inimical to the common defense and security or to
the hea'1th and safety of the public.

pate: January 10, 1978
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UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

DOCKET NOS. 50-259, 50-260 AND 50-296

TEHNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

NOTICE OF ISSUANCE OF AMENDMEHTS TO FACILITY
0 E TING LICENSES

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) has issued

Amendment No. 35 to Faci lity Operating License No. DPR-33, Amendment

No. 32 to Facility Operating License No. DPR-52, and Amendment No. 9

to Facility Operating License No. DPR-68 issued to Tennessee Valley
a

Authority (the licensee), which revised Technical Specifications for

operation of the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, Unit Hos. 1, 2 and 3, {the

facility) located in Limestone County, Alabama. The amendments are

effective as of the date of issuance.

Amendment No. 35 to DPR-33 changes the Technical Specifications to

incorporate the limiting conditions for operation associated with Cycle 2

operation of Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Unit l. These changes involve a

revised fuel cladding integrity safety limit for minimum critical power

ratio (MCPR), revised operating limit MCPR's for both 7x7 and 8x8 fuel

assemblies, the addition of linear heat generation rate {LHGR) limits for

the Bx8"fuel, revised limits for the maximum average planar linear heat

generation rate (MAPLHGR) for the 7x7 and 8x8 fuel assemblies, and reduced

limits for scram insertion times. The revised MAPLHGR limits are based

on the results of a new evaluation of the Emergency Core Cooling System

(ECCS) performance submitted in compliance with our Order for Modification

of License dated March ll, 1977. This amendment terminates the March ll,
1977 Order. In addition a restriction on power operation during the initial
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startup for Cycle 2 has been imposed until sufficient high temperature

recirculation has taken place to ensure disintegration of a rubber

shoecover that had fallen into the Unit 1 vesse'l during the refueling

outage.

Amendment Nos. 35 to DPR-33 32 to DPR-52, and 9 to DPR-68 change

the Technical Specifications for each of the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant

Units to clarify the operability requirements of the Rod Worth Minimizer

and the Rod Sequence Control System during scram time testing, delete the

Annual Operating Report requirements, add standards f'r qualifications of

the Health Physics Supervisor, change the frequency of cycling fire pr otec-

tion system valves from quarterly to annually, and substitute revised, but

equivalent, terms in the equations for the limiting settings on the
I

Average Power Range Nonitors'cram and rod block setpoints.

The applications for the amendments comply with the standards and

requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (the Act), and

the Commission's rifles and regulations. The Commission has made appropriate

findings as required by the Act and the Commission's rules and regulations

in 10 CFR Chapter I, which are set forth in the license amendments. Notice

of Proposed Issuance of Amendment to Facility Operating License in connection

with this action was published in the FEDERAL REGISTER on September 15, 1977

(42 FR 46430) and on November 1, 1977 (42 FR 57186). No request for a

hearing or petition for leave to intervene was filed following notice of the

proposed action.
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The Commission has determined that the issuance of these amendments

will not result in any significant environmental impact and that pursuant

to 10 CFR 551.5{d){4) and environmental impact statemeht, or negative

declaration and enVironmental impact appraisal need not be prepared in

connection with is'suance of these amendments.

For further details with respect to this action, see (1) the

applications for amendments dated January 12, May ll, July 8, September 23,

26, 27, October 28, November 16, December 13, 1977, and January 3, 1978,

{2) Amendment No. '35 to License No. DPR-33, Amendment No. 32 to License

No. DPR-52, and Amendment No. 9 to License No. DPR-68, and (3) the
I

Commission's related Safety Evaluation. All of these items are available

for public inspection at the Commission's Public Document Room, 1717 H

Street, NW., Washjngton, D.C. aAd at the Athens Public Library, South and

Forrest, Athens, Alabama 35611. A copy of items (2) and ( 3) may be

obtained upon request addressed to the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Washington, D.C. : 20555, Attention: Director, Division of Operating

Reactors.

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland, this 10th day of January 1978.

FOR THf NU:(AR RfGULATORY COMMISSION

A. Schwencer, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch 81
Division of Operating Reactors
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